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The development and optimization of a fluorometric reaction

rate method for the determination of aluminum is described.

Modifications to existing instrumentation permit automatic

monitoring and reporting of measurement conditions. Automatic

correction of measured analytical signals is provided if monitored

parameters deviate from optimum values. A computer controlled

standard addition procedure was developed to permit rapid analysis

of samples when quenching or strong matrix absorption interferes

with normal measurements.

The rate of formation of the fluorescent aluminum chelate of

2, 4, 2' - trihydroxyazobenzene - 5' - sulfonic acid is measured

and related to the concentration of aluminum. The technique ex-

hibits a detection limit of 0.12 ng/mL and a large linear dynamic

range over four orders of magnitude. A thorough interference

study was conducted and no serious interferences were discovered

which would preclude the use of the method in analyses of

natural waters. The technique was successfully applied to an



analysis of NBS spinach leaves and to a river water sample.

Modifications to the existing fluorometric reaction rate

instrument include the addition of a pH probe and meter and a

temperature probe and meter interfaced to a KIM microcomputer through

a multiplexed analog-to-digital converter. In addition, an auto-

matic injector was modified and installed on the instrument to

provide automated standard additions. The existing KIM single-

board microcomputer was enhanced by additional memory, I/O

capability and BASIC software plus a CRT terminal and an ASCII

serial alphanumeric printer.

Separate computer programs were developed for general analyses

and for standard addition measurements. Software was developed with

the intention of providing a highly automated system in which

measurement parameters are monitored and reported and all data

collection and manipulation is performed automatically.

Software correction of analytical signals is shown to improve

measurement precision by a factor of four when reaction mixture

temperatures vary over 1.05 0C, and by more than an order of

magnitude when reaction mixture pH varies over 0.28 pH units.

Improved measurement accuracy results from software correction of

measured signals: a measurement error of 40 % incurred as a result

of low reaction mixture temperature and pH was reduced to 0.13 %.

The automated standard addition procedure is shown to be

effective in dealing with error incurred by the presence of matrix

quenchers or absorbers with measurement errors reduced from 40 % to

less than one percent.
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A REACTION RATE DETERMINATION OF ALUMINUM WITH A
MICROCOMPUTER-BASED SPECTROFLUOROMETER

INTRODUCTION

This research involves the development and optimization of a

kinetics-based fluorescence monitored method for the determination of

aluminum in aqueous solution. The rate of formation of a fluorescent

aluminum chelate is measured and related to the concentration of

aluminum. Reaction rate - or kinetic - methods of analysis provide

several unique advantages over equilibrium methods which are

discussed briefly below. More detailed discussions of the advantages

of reaction rate methods and of the application of various reaction

monitors are found elsewhere (1-11).

Since kinetic measurements are relative measurements - only

the change in reaction monitor signal is measured - greater specific-

ity in analytical measurements is often realized. Non-analyte

species which may contribute to the absolute magnitude of the

reaction monitor signal do not interfere with an analysis provided

their contribution does not change during the measurement time. This

fact often results in lower detection limits for kinetic methods, as

compared to equilibrium methods, if the variation in blank signal

between samples limits the detection limit. Analysis times are

generally shorter with kinetic procedures since only the initial

rate of reaction is measured and it is not necessary to wait for

equilibrium to be attained. Further time savings will result if a

blank measurement is not necessary which is often the case with
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kinetic procedures. The kinetic aspect of some procedures may

extend their range of applicability if equilibrium measurements are

affected by interfering side reactions or the formation of unstable

reaction products.

Strict control of reaction conditions is required in kinetic

procedures and this limitation affects the design and cost of

instrumentation. Various instrumental designs and modifications have

been reported which deal with the control of reaction conditions

(3,4,12,13). Reaction rate methods are generally limited to reactions

with half-lives in the range 5 ms to 1 hour. For long half-life

reactions, drifts in the reaction monitor signal may become

significant during the measurement time while the mixing time of

reagents will dictate the shortest half-life reaction suitable for

kinetic analyses. For a reaction to be suitable for analytical

applications, it must be possible to arrange conditions so that

there is a straightforward relationship between the measured rate

and analyte concentration. Ideally, this would be a linear relation-

ship. Additionally, it should be noted that reaction rate methods

utilizing short half-life reactions will generally have smaller

signal-to-noise ratios than equilibrium methods since the measure-

ment time will effectively determine the noise-equivalent bandwidth;

long RC time constants would distort the signal from the reaction

monitor.

Fluorometric reaction rate methods represent a synergistic

combination of the characteristics of kinetic methods and fluorescence

measurements. The characteristics of fluorometric kinetic methods
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have been discussed in detail (11,15), and several analytical

procedures based on this technique have been reported (3-5,8,9,12,14).

Fluorescence measurements are characterized by high specificity

since relatively few molecules fluoresce and because both excitation

and emission wavelengths characterize a species. The sensitivity of

fluorescence measurements makes fluorescence monitoring ideally

suited to kinetic methods since the latter may exhibit better detect-

ion limits than equilibrium methods in some cases. The sensitivity

of fluorescence measurements arises from the fact that, for measure-

ments close to the detection limit, it is easier to measure a small

signal against a "dark" background than it is to measure a small

decrease in a large signal as is required in absorbance measurements.

The wide linear dynamic range of fluorescence measurements enhances

the utility of fluorometric reaction monitoring since the necessity

of sample dilution or concentration is minimized and linearization

of the reaction monitor signal is not necessary, thus simplifying

the instrumentation somewhat.

Fluorescence kinetic measurements may be difficult to apply

in situations where pre and post-filter effects are pronounced,

since these phenomena are generally more complicated in kinetic

measurements. Also, strong matrix absorption or matrix quenching

can reduce sample fluorescence. Reaction rate instruments utilizing

fluorescence reaction monitoring will be more complex and expensive

than instruments utilizing, for example, electrochemical or

absorbance monitors.

The purpose of this work was to develop a fluorometric
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kinetic method for the determination of aluminum and to enhance the

existing instrumentation to permit automatic monitoring of reaction

conditions in an attempt to correct for variability in measurement

conditions between samples. To accomplish this objective, various

modifications to the existing instrumentation were performed. pH

and temperature meters and probes were installed on the instrument

and interfaced through a multiplexed analog-to-digital converter

to a KIM microcomputer. The microcomputer system was expanded to

provide more flexible software control and greater interaction with

peripheral devices through an expansion of computer memory, an

increase in the number of I/O lines available for peripheral inter-

action, and the addition of high-level language programming

capability. An automatic injector was modified and connected to the

microcomputer to provide automatic computer controlled standard

additions to the fluorescence cell. Software was developed to

simplify the execution of analyses.

A new fluorometric kinetic method for aluminum was developed

and was successfully applied to an analysis of aqueous environmental

samples and to spinach leaves. Automatic computer controlled monitor-

ing of reaction conditions was accomplished and novel correction

schemes were devised which greatly improved measurement precision

and accuracy for measurements performed under non-ideal reaction

conditions. Automatic computer controlled standard addition

procedures were developed and successfully tested for both equil-

ibrium-based and kinetics-based analyses.
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Reaction Rate Methods

5

Analytical reaction rate methods involve the determination of

an analyte concentration through the measurement of the change in

concentration of some species with time; the rate of reaction is

related to analyte concentration. Early applications of analytical

kinetic methods involved the determination of enzyme activities.

These organic catalysts cannot be determined by equilibrium methods

since they only affect the rate of reaction and not equilibrium

concentrations. The subsequent use of kinetic methods in the deter-

mination of inorganic catalysts often provided better sensitivity

than conventional procedures since the measurable product accumulates

as the catalyst participates repeatedly in the reaction and results

in chemical amplification. The range of applicability of kinetic

methods was further expanded to include the determination of non-

catalytic substances since it was realized that kinetic methods

could provide several unique advantages compared to conventional

equilibrium-based techniques.

Reaction rate methods became widely studied and utilized in

the 1960's (16). Improvements in reaction rate instrumentation have

removed the tedium of kinetic measurements and have permitted the

inherent time-savings of kinetic measurements to be realized. Spec-

ialized reaction-rate instrumentation for multiple analyses and

stopped-flow analyses have been described (17,18) and improvements
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in reaction rate instruments for general applications are described

in several books (19-21).

The time required for post-analysis data manipulation in

kinetic procedures is as small as in many equilibrium procedures since

ratemeters and rate computation circuitry can be used to automatically

extract rate information from raw data. Several rate computational

approaches may be employed including the derivative (or slope) method,

computer curve fitting, the delta method, variable time and fixed

time methods. The advantages and disadvantages of the various rate

computational approaches have been discussed in detail elsewhere

(11,19-25). The rate computation approach used in this work is the

fixed time method in which the change in reaction monitor signal

during a predetermined length of time is measured. This is implemen-

ted with the integration approach in which the integral of the signal

from the reaction monitor for the first half of the measurement

period is subtracted from the integral of the reaction monitor signal

for the second half of the measurement period. It has been shown

that this difference is proportional to the rate or the analyte

concentration under suitable conditions (26).

The introduction of microcomputers into kinetic instrumentation

provides greater flexibility in the application of kinetic analyses.

Greater data handling capability allows more information to be

extracted from a single kinetic run. Greater control of external

hardware is provided to monitor or control the experiment, and

measurement parameters can be readily modified. Several micro-

computer-based reaction rate instruments have been described (5,6,
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Fluorescence Kinetic Methods

7

Analytical kinetic methods have been developed using a

variety of reaction monitors (1,2,15,16,19,21,23). This work

involves the use of fluorometric reaction monitoring of a non-cat-

alytic reaction in which a metal ion (A1+3) forms a fluorescent chelate

with an organic dye. Fluorometric kinetic methods are specifically

discussed in a chapter in Ingle and Ryan (11) and several fluoro-

metric kinetic methods have been reported for metal ion analysis

(3,5,9,14).

The principal advantages of fluorometric monitoring, as com-

pared to the more popular absorbance monitoring, are greater

sensitivity and specificity. The sensitivity of fluorescence

measurements is important in kinetic procedures since only small

concentration changes are measured. Equilibrium fluorescence

measurements are characterized by detection limits 100-1000 times

lower than absorbance detection limits. In practice, the detection

limits for fluorometric kinetic measurements are close to those for

equilibrium fluorescence measurements since variation in background

fluorescence from sample to sample may limit equilibrium detection

limits. The greater specificity of fluorescence measurements

compliments the inherent specificity of kinetic methods, permitting

highly specific analytical procedures to be developed in which

time consuming separation or masking of interferences are often not
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necessary.

Fluorescence monitoring can suffer several unique limitations

compared to absorbance monitoring. Species which change the

fluorescence quantum efficiency of the monitored fluorophore will

introduce error into fluorescence measurements, and pre and post-

filter effects can be more complicated if the concentration of the

absorbing species is changing with time. Also, non-linearity in

calibration curves at high fluorophore concentration is often

observed since the fraction of excitation radiation absorbed by the

fluorophore is no longer proportional to fluorophore concentration.

However, this is not a problem in typical trace analyses. The

characteristics of fluorescence measurements are discussed in detail

elsewhere (29).

Aluminum Analysis

The analytical chemistry of aluminum is described in several

books and chapters (30-34) and many analytical methods for the

determination of aluminum have been reported (35-58,68,70,71). In

particular, several fluorometric methods for trace aluminum deter-

minations have been reported (59-67). Wilson's and Ingle's method

using oxine-5-sulfonic acid is the only fluorometric kinetic method

reported for aluminum (9).

Aluminum is the most prevalent metal in the earth's crust

and this ubiquitous element is used by man in great variety of

applications. Interest in the analytical chemistry of aluminum
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stems from the fact that relatively little is known about the

distribution and toxicity of aluminum. Suitable analytical methods

exhibiting sufficient specificity and sensitivity have only recently

become available but these methods can still suffer some significant

limitations. Two major studies dealing with aquatic aluminum

chemistry and toxicology, and with environmental aluminum and human

health are available (72,73).

Aluminum determinations in aqueous environmental samples are

complicated by the fact that three forms of aluminum are found in

natural waters: aluminate anion (Al(OH)4), molecular (suspended)

aluminum hydroxide (Al(OH)3), and aluminum cation (A1+3). Thus,

total aluminum determinations generally measure all three forms of

aluminum while soluble aluminum (A1+3) determinations involve

sample filtration through 0.45 um filters to remove suspended aluminum

and aluminum absorbed on particles in the sample. High soluble

aluminum levels are observed at low pH values as aluminum hydroxide

dissolves.

Al(OH)3 = Al
+3 + 30H-

Also, since aluminum is amphoteric, Al(OH)3 dissolves in basic

solution.

Al(OH)3 = A102 + H+ + H2O

Successful aluminum determinations for aqueous environmental

samples require highly specific methods with low detection limits.

Typical coastal seawater levels for A1+3 are 0.05 to 5.5 ng/mL

with open ocean levels typically below 1.0 ng/mL (74-76). Reported

A1+3 levels in freshwater rivers and streams range from 2 to 98
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ng/mL with typical values of 0.5 to 5.0 ng/mL (72,73,75).

The most common analytical methods currently used for

aluminum determinations include flame atomic absorption (AA)(81),

graphite furnace AA (69), ICP atomic emission (56), the colorimetric

ferron (70), aluminon (40-42,71), and catechol violet (71) methods,

and the fluorometric lumogallion method (63,65,66).

Even with nitrous oxide/acetylene flames, flame atomic

absorption has a detection limit of 40 ng/mL and is, therefore, not

useful for trace aluminum determinations. Also, the need for time

consuming sample preconcentration represents a potential source of

error. Graphite furnace AA is a very selective method with

reasonable detection limits of about 10 ng/mL. However, the method

can be difficult to apply and some workers have complained about

erratic results (56). ICP determinations of aluminum exhibit

detection limits of about 20 ng/mL with a linear dynamic range up

to 2 mg/L. Interferences are few with the only significant spectral

interference being due to boron at levels about 1 mg/L.

Though rather widely used, the ferron method suffers from

several important interferences and exhibits a detection limit of

50 ng/mL. Likewise, relatively high detection limits and potentially

serious interferences characterize the aluminon and catechol violet

methods.

The fluorometric lumogallion method has been widely applied

to analyses of both ocean and fresh water (63,65,66,72-76). This

technique is characterized by a low detection limit (0.05 ng/mL)

and few serious interferences. The species which exhibit the great-
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est potential for interference - and Fe-4'3 - are not typically

encountered at their interference level in natural waters. The

lumogallion method is relatively inconvenient to apply. After

separate additions of buffer and reagent solutions, samples must be

heated in a water bath for one hour. The apparently long half-life

of the analytical reaction in the lumogallion method precludes its

use in a kinetic procedure.

The fluorometric reaction rate method of Wilson and Ingle (9)

exhibits a low detection limit and a wide linear dynamic range.

However, subsequent work with this method during the course of

this research indicates that the practical application of the

procedure is difficult since a suitable buffer could not be found.

Garnet Y

This work involves the development of a fluorometric reaction

rate method for aluminum which is based on the complexation reaction

of a 0,0'-trihydroxyazo dye and Al+3. The dye used in this study

is 2,4,2'-trihydroxyazo-benzene-5'-sulfonic acid, also called AAGR

(acid alizarian garnet R) or Garnet Y. Figure 1 shows the structure

of the dye and the structure of the aluminum chelate.

Several references deal with studies and applications of the

dye (29,77-81). Schubert developed a fluorometric method for the

determination of aluminum in steel using the dye at pH 4.5 and a

method for tin in aqueous solution at pH 1.4 (77). Fletcher studied

the dye and developed a method for the determination of zirconium in
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OH HO

HO

Figure 1. Structure of Garnet Y and the Al-Garnet chelate.
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acid solution (79,80). White, Hoffman and Magee performed spectro-

scopic studies of the dye and its aluminum chelate (78). A method

for fluoride determination based on the decrease in the Al-Garnet

fluorescence in the presence of fluoride was developed by Powell and

Saylor (81).

All previous work with Garnet Y involved equilibrium-based

(EB) studies. The development of a kinetics-based (KB) procedure

for the determination of aluminum based on the Al-Garnet reaction

represents a novel application of the reaction.

Data presented by Guilbault (29) indicates that the Al-Garnet

complex is intensely fluorescent compared to other commonly used

fluorescence reagents for aluminum. Plots of equilibrium fluorescence

intensity versus Al*3 concentration for five fluorescent metal chelates

indicated that Garnet Y exhibited a significantly greater calibration

sensitivity than the other reagents and - at A1+3 levels above 0.09

mg/L - the most intense equilibrium fluorescence. At A1+3 concen-

trations below 0.09 mg/L the aluminum complex with 3-hydroxy-2-

naphthoic acid exhibits slightly greater equilibrium fluorescence

intensity. The calibration sensitivity of the Al-Garnet reaction is

important in the development of an analytical procedure.

Schubert's method for aluminum suffered from serious Ni+2,

Fe+3, Cu+2 and Co+2 interferences. Fluoride was not tested as an

interferent by Schubert but it must be inferred that this was a

serious interferent since the method of Powell and Saylor is based

on decreased Al-Garnet fluorescence in the presence of fluoride.

Zirconium and tin react with Garnet Y as evidenced by the methods
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of Fletcher and Schubert. In this work it was felt that the

inherent specificity of a kinetic method would permit discrimination

against potentially interfering species.
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INSTRUMENTATION

Introduction.

The fluorometric reaction rate instrument used in this research

is a modification of an instrument originally constructed by Wilson

(3) and later modified by Ryan (5). The major components of this

instrument are a 200 W Hg-Xe arc lamp excitation source and housing,

an excitation monochromator, a thermostated sample cell, an emission

filter or monochromator, a photomultiplier tube (PMT) detector, and

a ratemeter. A magnetic stirrer below the sample cell plus a stir-

bar in the cell provides efficient mixing of the contents of the

cell. The excitation beam is split by a beam splitter and the

reflected beam is monitored by a reference vacuum phototube (PT).

The photoanodic currents from both the PT and PMT are converted to

voltages with operational amplifier (OA) current-to-voltage (I-V)

converters. An analog divider is then used to take the ratio of

the fluorescence PMT signal voltage to the reference PT signal

voltage to compensate for source fluctuations.

The compensated fluorescence signal voltage (divider output)

is input into a recorder for continuous monitoring, and to a rate-

meter. A ratemeter, in this case, is a device which outputs a

digital value which is proportional to the rate of change of the

signal input to the ratemeter.

The original ratemeter (3,4) designed by Wilson was a hard-

wired ratemeter. The compensated fluorescence signal was converted
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to a frequency with a voltage-to-frequency (V/F) converter and then

the rate was calculated with an integration fixed-time approach (8).

In this approach, the integral of the signal from the first half of

the measurement period is subtracted from the integral of the signal

over the second half of the measurement period to yield an integral

proportional to the slope. This is accomplished by directing the

V/F pulse train to up-down counters so that the integration is per-

formed by counting the number of V/F pulses received in a selectable

time period. The subtraction is accomplished by counting down

during the first half of the measurement period and counting up in

the second half of the measurement period. The BCD output from the

up-down counters, which is proportional to the reaction rate, is

output to a BCD digital printer for readout. The ratemeter

operation was triggered with a switch after manual addition of the

last reagent to the sample cell. The measurement period (integration

of V/F pulses) occurred after a selected delay period. Both the

delay period and measurement period were switch selectable.

Ryan made two major modifications to the above reaction rate

fluorometric instrument (5,6): addition of an automatic reagent

injector and replacement of the Wilson ratemeter with a ratemeter

based on a microcomputer (uc). Automatic reagent addition is

accomplished through the use of a pneumatically controlled auto-

matic injecting and filling syringe (Hamilton model 77000) which

introduces the last reagent into the sample cell to initiate the

reaction. Pneumatic valves and switching circuitry were added to

the syringe to permit the injector to be triggered by a S V logic
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1 pulse from a computer. After the injection the syringe is auto-

matically refilled for the next run. The solution in the syringe is

delivered to the sample cell via plastic tubing which is positioned

directly over the cell by an aluminum arm which swivels out of the

way to provide access to the cell. Automatic reagent injection

allows the measurement time to be much more precisely synchronized

to the time of initiation of the reaction than previously described

(4).

Ryan also replaced the Wilson ratemeter with a KIM single

board microcomputer (SBC). The application of an inexpensive micro-

computer as a ratemeter provides increased flexibility and

capability compared to a hardwired ratemeter, but with similar

convenience, speed and expense. The Ryan ratemeter was designed to

calculate both rates and signal magnitudes during a reaction.

These calculations are done in software. The reaction monitor

signal is digitized with a V/F converter with integration of the

V/F pulse train performed over various time periods for the rate or

magnitude calculations. Various delay and measurement times may

be selected with the Ryan ratemeter. These are entered as

variables into the program. The Ryan ratemeter has the ability

to store data obtained during a reaction. This allows rates or

magnitudes to be recalculated after the experiment with different

delay or measurement times

The Ryan ratemeter consists of a KIM-1 SBC microcomputer plus

a printed circuit (PC) board (denoted the ratemeter interface

board) containing the V/F converter, counters and gates. Its
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operation will be described in some detail below since much of the

hardware and software were used in the ratemeter to be described

later.

The V/F pulse train is directed through a gate into two

cascaded binary counters with the overflow signal (the pulse rate of

the V/F converter divided by 256) input to the KIM through an I/O

line. The software for the KIM ratemeter requires the operator to

input four variables when making a magnitude or rate measurement.

Hexidecimal values are loaded into memory for: MEASNO, the number

of data points used in a rate or magnitude calculation; DELAY,

the number of 0.25 s periods in the delay period; TIME, the number

of 0.25 s periods per data point; and SELECT, the value 1 selects

a rate measurement, 4 selects a magnitude measurement (DVM). Hence,

for a 16 second rate measurement where 0.25 s data points are to

be collected after an 8 s delay, the operator would input hexidec-

imal values of 40, 1, 20 and 1 for MEASNO, TIME, DELAY and SELECT

respectively.

After the desired variables are input, one starts the program.

Two I/O (input/output) lines activate the injector to initiate the

reaction. Next, a delay period is timed after which the counters

are cleared, the gate to the counters is opened and the timing of

the first data point is begun. Each change from the high to low

state of the overflow bit of the binary counters is stored as 1

count in a byte of KIM memory. The program loop which checks for

level changes at the overflow I/O line requires at least 48 ps.

This means that the ratemeter can count frequencies up to 5.3 MHz.
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The counting loop is exited when the requested number of quarter

second periods (TIME) have passed and the gate to the binary

counters is closed. The 8 bits from the two binary counters are

transferred via eight I/O lines to the KIM and stored in computer

memory as the lower byte of a 16-bit data point. The upper byte is

the previously stored value corresponding to the number of overflow

pulses from the binary counters. If the upper byte of the data

word has overflowed, an error message is printed.

This process of obtaining and storing data points is repeated

until the requested number (MEASNO) of data points has been

collected (each data point stored as a 2 byte word in separate

memory locations). At this point, the program checks to determine

if a fixed-time rate calculation has been requested. If it has, sub-

routines are called which add up the first half of the MEASNO data

points into a 3 byte word and subtract this sum from the sum of the

second half of the data points. This final 3 byte number, pro-

portional to the rate, is converted to BCD format and output to a

digital printer which accepts parallel BCD code. This BCD conver-

sion is accomplished with a combined hardware and software approach

as previously described (5,6).

After printing the result, the above process of data collect-

ion, calculation of the rate and printing is repeated continually

until the allocated data memory is full. After the memory is full

or the operator has halted the run, the operator can calculate the

rate over any part of the reaction rate curve for which data were

originally accumulated by inputting new variables through the KIM
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keypad. If a magnitude calculation has been requested, all of the

MEASNO data points are added together and the sum is printed.

Modifications of the Fluorometric Reaction Rate Instrument

In this thesis work, the fluorometric reaction rate instrument

just described was modified in a number of ways. Figure 2 is a

block diagram of the modified instrument and Table I lists the new

components. The following modifications were made: 1) replacement

of the Ryan ratemeter (KIM-1 plus digital printer) by a microcomputer

system consisting of the KIM-1 SBC enhanced by additional memory,

I/O capability, and BASIC software plus a CRT terminal and an

ASCII serial interface alphanumeric printer, 2) addition of a 12

bit A/D converter, 3) addition of a second automatic syringe

dispenser, 4) addition of a pH probe and meter, 5) addition of

a temperature probe and meter. These modifications are described

in detail below.

Expanded KIM System

The use of the Ryan ratemeter provided great convenience and

flexibility compared to the Wilson ratemeter. However, in perform-

ing more complicated experiments where greater software flexibility,

increased data storage capability, and more extensive interaction

with peripheral devices is required, the KIM-1 SBC is inadequate.

Program development opportunities are limited since only 1K of RAM
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is available on the KIM. The 2K ROM operating system which is the

monitor in the Keyboard Interfaced Monitor (KIM) requires assembly

language programs. Thus, the flexibility and programming capability

of a higher level language is missing. Since the KIM-1 SBC contains

only 15 bidirectional individually programmable I/O lines, the

potential for extensive peripheral interaction is limited. The

features and operation of the KIM are documented in detail else-

where (83).

An expanded KIM system was developed using several commercial

PC boards (84,85) as well as PC boards designed and manufactured in

our laboratory (86-88). C. B. Elliott actively participated in this

expansion of the KIM system.

A block diagram of the expanded KIM system is presented in

Figure 3 and the components are listed in Table I. The KIM SBC

contains two 44 pin male edge connectors called the application

connector and the expansion connector. The application connector

provides the KIM I/O, TTY interface, and audio cassette interface

lines. The expansion connector provides the address, data and

control bus lines. These connectors are plugged into a Motherboard

(MB). The lines from the application connector are fed through to

another male edge connector on the MB. The lines from the expansion

connector are buffered and fed to four female 44 pin edge connectors

which allow other boards to be connected to the KIM bus and utilize

the 65K address capability of the KIM. The MB has +5, +12 and -12 V

regulators for regulation of unregulated +8, +16 and -16 V, respect-

ively. Sockets on the MB were filled with an additional 4K of RAM
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Table I. List of New Components

Component Source Comments

Microcomputer System

KIM-1 MOS Technology, Inc. KIM-1 SBC 6502 based
Norristown, PA Micro-processor.

1K RAM

LBM

RAM Board

Seawell Marketing, Motherboard for system
Inc. expansion. 4K RAM,
Seattle, WA +5, +12 V regulated

on board

SEAWELL RAM Expansion board
16K RAM

EPROM Board In House

I/O Board In House

TTY Interface In House
Board

Non-Computer Components

pH Meter

Board based on 2716
EPROM IC's, capable of
reading 16K ROM in two
variable address 8K
blocks.

Board based on two
6522 V/A chips, pro-
vides 32 I/O lines.
Variable address.

Provides optical
isolation between KIM
and CRT. Based on
T111 optoisolator.

Chemtrix, Inc. Type 60A
Hillsboro, OR Digital pH Meter

Miniature Glass Microelectrodes, Inc.
pH Electrode Londonderry, NH

Model MI-506
Flexible probe o.d.
1.3 mm, L = 3 m

Miniature Reference Microelectrodes, Inc. Model MI-402
Electrode Londonderry, NH Ag/AgC1 o.d. = 1.9 mm

L = 3.75 in.

Temperature Meter Yellow Springs Model 45CV Analog
Instrument Company meter
Yellow Springs, OH
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Table I. List of New Components (continued)

Temperature Probe

Automatic Syringe

Computer Peripherals

Yellow Springs
Instrument Company

Hamilton Company
Reno, Nevada

A/D Converter with 8 In House
channel Analog Multi-
plexer

CRT

Tape Recorder

Ratemeter Interface
Board

Model YSI 4502
Thermistor, o.d.
0.124 in.

Model 77000

Analog Devices AD 574
with AD 7501 multi-
plexer. 8 or 12 bit
conversions, +10 V
range, +5 and +15 V
required.

General Terminal Corp. Model EX-801-S Micro-
Tustin, CA printer with RS232C/

20 mA serial input and
parallel ASCII.

Panasonic
Secaucus, NJ

In House

Model RQ-2309

Teledyne Philbrick
4705 V/F converter.
Board converts compen-
sated fluorescence
signal to pulse train
and counts pulses for
software rate
calculation.
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and these were located by onboard address selection switches from

$4000 to $1400. ($ indicates a hexidecimal number). A 16K static

RAM board (84) is installed in the MB providing a total of 21K bytes

of RAM memory in the KIM system.

In order to isolate the KIM board from peripherals such as

CRT's and printers, a teletype (TTY)/video interface PC board was

made which connected to the 20 mA loop serial interface of the KIM.

This board was installed on the MB as previously described (86).

Isolation is accomplished using two opto-isolators. A CRT is

connected to the TTY interface board and a printer is connected to

the CRT. The printer is thus in series with the KIM with 20 mA

current loop signals from the KIM being converted to RS232 serial

interface format by the CRT for transmission to the printer.

The ability of the KIM system to interact with peripheral

devices was enhanced through the addition of the Variable Address

I/O PC board. This board allows computer access to two 6522 versatile

interface chips (VIA) on the board providing 32 I/O lines in addition

to the 15 I/O lines of the basic KIM. By means of two 8 pin

switches, any hexidecimal starting address that is a multiple of

$400 can be assigned to this board which occupies 1K of memory.

Finally, the operating system of the KIM was enhanced through

the addition of an EPROM PC board which was made as previously

described (88). This board has sockets for 16K of ROM and was

designed to use eight "2 K per chip" 2716 EPROM integrated circuits

(IC). These Erasable Programmable Read Only Memory (EPPOM) chips

can be rrogrammed individually to provide non-volatile read only
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memory. Thus, four 2716 IC's were programmed with 8K Microsoft

BASIC (89) and inserted into four sockets to provide the KIM system

with high level language capability through this BASIC interpreter.

The addition of the BASIC interpreter permits the development

of more elaborate programs for the control of complicated experiments.

BASIC programs can guide the operator through experiments through

the use of prompting messages and instructions which can state in

English the next experimental steps to perform. Likewise, error

messages can be more explicit than is possible with machine

language programs. Data manipulation in BASIC is straightforward

since various programming steps can provide a "bookkeeping"

capability whereby data from repetitive measurements of samples and

standards under various experimental conditions can be labeled and

stored for subsequent data manipulation and printout. Machine

language programs are still used for fast data acquisition and

peripheral control. The synergistic effect of the combination of

BASIC and machine language subroutines provides the KIM system with

a versatile software package which can be modified to perform a

wide variety of tasks required for monitoring and controlling

experiments.

The KIM system was completed by inserting the ratemeter inter-

face board constructed by Ryan (5,6) into a MB slot although no

connections are made to the KIM bus at this connector. The KIM,

motherboard (with the EPROM, I/O, RAM and ratemeter interface boards)

and TTY interface board were all encased in an aluminum and plexi-

glass enclosure with a fan. Connections to external devices are
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made through numerous connectors summarized in Table II. The power

supplies used for the KIM system and other components added to the

original system are described in Table III. A memory map and I/O

usage diagram are presented in Figure 4.

A/D Converter and Analog Multiplexer

A 12 bit analog to digital (A/D) converter PC board was

constructed according to a previous design (90). The board also

employs an 8 line analog multiplexer in front of the A/D to allow

voltages for up to 8 channels to be sequentially selected and

digitized.

Two 8-bit I/O ports from one 6522 on the I/O board are used

with the A/D converter. The operation of the A/D is controlled by

one 8-bit I/O port with bits configured to select the proper

channel, enable the A/D, select the mode of conversion (8 or 12 bit),

initiate the conversion, and signal the end of conversion. Another

KIM 8-bit I/O port accepts the 12 bit representation of the analog

signal. The 8 most significant bits of a 12 bit conversion appear

at the I/O port and are loaded into memory first. Then the four

least significant bits of the conversion are loaded and stored

with subsequent rearrangement performed by software.

The A/D converter is operated in the 0 to +10 V range which

provides a resolution of 2.5 mV for 12 bit conversions. Three

channels of the multiplexer are used to monitor voltage signals

related to the reaction mixture temperature, the reaction mixture



Table II.

Connector Type

Connectors for KIM System

Internal Connection

Right Side of computer housing

25 pin female
amphenol

25 pin female
amphenol

4 BCN female
bulkhead
connectors

16 I/O lines from
lower 1/2 K 6522
on I/O board

16 I/O lines from
upper 1/2 K 6522
on I/O board

I/O lines PAO-PA2
and PB5 of lower
1/2 K 6522

Left side of computer housing

25 pin female
amphenol

Female BNC
Bulkhead

Female BNC
Bulkhead

3 female
banana sockets

3 female
banana sockets

Cable terminated
with 7 pin
amphenol female

15 I/O and control
lines from KIM
application
connector

NAND gate output
utilizing KIM PB2
and PB3 I/O lines

to V/F converter
input or ratemeter
interface board

Tape cassette inter-
face lines from KIM
connector

!15 V and gnd. for
ratemeter board

TTY optical isolation
board. Send and receive
line for serial inter-
face
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External Connection

A/D converter. PAO-
PA7 are data lines
(inputs), PBO-PB7
are control lines
(outputs).

Not currently used.
Available for expan-
ded peripheral con-
trol.

PAO used for injec-
tor trigger (output)
(Standard Addition
injector)

Ratemeter interface
board. PAO-PA7
($1700) input from
binary counters.
PBO -PBS ($1702) out-
puts, for control.

Injector trigger
(Reagent injector)

Divider Output

Tape recorder

+15 V power supply

CRT



Table II. Connectors for KIM System (continued)

Back side of computer housing

Cable with 3
male banana
connectors

to power supply
terminals on MB

+8 V, +16 V un-
regulated power
supply

28



Table III.

Description

1. +8 V unregulated at 3 A
+18 V unregulated at 4 A

2. -1-15 V regulated at 150 mA

+5 V regulated at 800 mA

3. ±15 V regulated at 150 mA
+5 V regulated at 800 mA

Power Supplies

Application
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+8 V unregulated to MB for reg-
ulation to +5 V for MB, KIM and
all boards mounted in MB.

Housed in A/D box. t15 V powers
A/D and multiplexer in addition
to OA circuits in pH and tem-
perature meters. +5 V used for
A/D and automatic injector
circuit.

!15 V powers V/F
+5 V powers reagent injector
circuit.
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<1"-- Used by BASIC

Figure 4. Memory map and I/O usage diagram for KIM microcomputer.
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pH, and to the reference PT signal. The last signal is proportional

to the excitation source intensity and is used to alert the operator

of a change in source intensity which occurs occasionally. This is

useful because the divider compensation scheme does not totally

compensate for abrupt changes in source intensity.

Temperature and pH Meters and Probes

The I/O capability of the expanded KIM system permits the

measurement of several experimental variables in addition to the

fluorescence reaction monitor signal while the language capability

and large memory availability allow a wealth of information to be

readily processed. It was felt that the automatic measurement of

the actual reaction mixture temperature and pH could provide several

advantages to the analyst. Furthermore, these measurements would

take advantage of the capabilities of the KIM system discussed

above.

Differences in temperature and pH can affect both equilibrium

and kinetic measurements but in general the rate is more sensitive

to the magnitude of pH and temperature than the equilibrium:constant.

In general a 10 °C change in temperature can double the rate of a

reaction. The rate of many reactions is proportional to the

hydrogen ion concentration to the one-half to first power or greater.

Naturally, an attempt is made to rigidly control the pH of the

reaction mixture with buffers and to control the temperature with

temperature controlled cell holders and storing reagents and samples
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in water baths. However, one does not usually have confirmation

in a given rate measurement of the quality of the control of

reaction mixture pH and temperature which can vary with the sample

pH or room temperature fluctuations. Thus, if information about the

reaction mixture temperature and pH is immediately provided, the

operator can be alerted to potential problems.

In addition to the diagnostic capability provided by such

measurements, it is apparent that the optimization of analytical

methods would be facilitated if pH and temperature information is

automatically provided since separate external measurements of

these variables would not have to be made. Indeed, the measurements

discussed above need not be controlled by a computer since the

meters could be read directly. However, the convenience of a hard-

copy record of the experimental parameters reported with the

primary analytical measurement information (the rate) is invaluable

and only requires computer examination of the appropriate meter

signals. Furthermore, the use of an SBC permits more than the

mere reporting of experimental parameters. Signal processing can be

performed to normalize measured analytical signals to optimum

conditions to correct for differences in experimental conditions

between runs. Such processing was performed and is discussed later.

Temperature measurements were accomplished with a commercial

cuvette thermistor probe in conjunction with a commercial temper-

ature meter (91). pH measurements were performed with a commercial

miniature pH glass electrode and miniature Ag-AgC1 reference elec-

trode connected to a commercial pH meter (92,93). The sources and
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characteristics of these probes and meters are given in Table I.

The probes are small enough to fit into the fluorescence cuvette

without obstructing the viewed volume element or the excitation beam.

Two small glass tubes with inside diameters slightly larger than the

outside diameters of the cylindrical pH and reference probes were

glued to the top of the fluorescence cell to serve as a rigid mount

for the electrodes. This arrangement constrained the electrodes to

fit snugly against the back wall of the fluorescence cell opposite

the emission window but permitted easy removal of the probes. The

flat 2-conductor wire of the temperature probe is inserted in one

glass tube along with the pH probe while the reference electrode

is placed in the second tube. The probes are connected to the

appropriate meters with wires that are conducted through a hole in

the sample module. When not in use, the pH and temperature probes

are housed in protective plastic tubes affixed to the inside walls

of the sample module while the reference electrode is housed in a

small vessel filled with saturated KC1 and stored in the sample

module.

The 12 bit A/D converter previously described was used to

digitize the analog meter signals from the pH and temperature meters

for input to the I/O lines of the computer. As previously noted,

the A/D was configured in the 0 to +10 V range which provides a

resolution of 2.5 mV. The temperature meter and probe provide a

0.001 V change per degree centigrade at its recorder output jacks.

In addition, the output of the temperature meter is -60 mV at 20 0C,

0 mV at 30 °C and +60 mV at 40 °C. In order to provide reasonable
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temperature resolution for measurements over a sufficiently wide

range, the circuit shown in Figure 5A was constructed and installed

inside the temperature meter. Amplification by a factor of 100

provides voltage outputs on the order of 0.100 V per degree

centigrade for a temperature resolution of 0.025 °C. An adjustable

positive current is input to the summing point of 0A2 to provide

an offset voltage such that the voltage output of 0A2 is 0 V at

20 °C, 6 V at 30 °C and 12 V at 40 °C. Thus, temperatures from

20 °C to about 37 °C can be measured with the modified temperature

meter-A/D combination.

The pH meter and probe provide 0.686 V at pH 7.00 and 0.391 V

at pH 4.00 at its recorder outputs. The follower with gain circuit

of Figure 5B was constructed and installed inside the pH meter to

provide meter outputs of 6.86 V at pH 7.00 and 3.91 V at pH 4.00

thus providing a pH resolution of about 0.003 pH units.

Female BNC bulkhead connectors were installed on both meters

so that coaxial cable could be used to conduct the signals to the

A/D (channel 1 for pH and channel 2 for temperature). Female

banana plug connectors were installed on the meters to bring in

+15 V and ground from an external power supply to power the OA's in

the amplifier circuits.

Automatic Solution Addition

A second Hamilton automatic syringe was installed on the

kinetic fluorometric instrument. This injector was modified to
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Figure 5A (top). Difference amplification and voltage summing
circuit installed in temperature meter.
R1 = 115 = 10K Q, R2 = R6 = 114 R, R3 = R4 = 100K St

R7 = 270K Q, R8 = 50K Q trim pot. OA1, 0A2 = AD

540. +15 and -15 V power terminals of OA1 and 0A2

decoupled with 10 pF capacitors to ground. Blue

and red leads are from temperature meter recorder
jacks.

Figure 5B(bottom). Follower with gain circuit installed in pH meter.

R
1
= 1K Q, R2 = 10K Q, OA = AD540. Ein is from red

recorder jack of pH meter.
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provide automatic solution addition upon receiving a pulse on an

I/O line from the computer. The hardware and circuitry involved

in the injector modification are similar to that described by

Ryan (5). The second injector is required for standard addition

experiments which are discussed later.

Computer Software

Two programs were developed to facilitate analyses performed

with the fluorescence reaction rate instrument. These are the

General Analysis program and the Standard Additions program which

will be described in detail below. Both programs are written in

BASIC with machine language subroutines. Machine language sub-

routines called by the BASIC user function (USR) are used to read in

digital representations from the A/D corresponding to temperature,

pH, or the reference phototube signals, to provide pulses to

trigger the syringe injectors, and to acquire and process the

fluorescence signal data from the ratemeter interface board for rate

calculations. BASIC POKE commands are used to load variable infor-

mation into the machine language subroutines and PEEK commands are

used to transfer binary information acquired by the subroutines to

BASIC for conversion to decimal format and further data manipulation.

The programs were developed with the intention of providing a means

by which the application of fairly complicated kinetics-based

analyses could be rendered straightforward while decreasing analysis

time and reducing post analysis data manipulation. Thus, prompting
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messages are used to guide the operator through an analysis and all

"bookkeeping" chores are performed automatically.

The General Analysis program is used to acquire and process

kinetic data with provisions for repetitive runs, for keeping track

of blank, standard and sample runs, for establishment of a cali-

bration curve, for reporting of temperature, pH, phototube and

sample concentration information, for normalization of rates, for

blank subtraction and for statistical analysis. The program's

operation is summarized below by outlining the normal sequence of

events which are prompted on the CRT screen.

1. After typing RUN, the program prompts the operator to

standardize the temperature meter. This is done by sequential

computer acquisition of the output voltage from the temperature

meter at first 30 0C and then 37.5 °C. These two temperatures are

selected by a knob on the temperature meter as prompted by the

program. The two digital representations of the voltages at the

two temperatures are reported, stored in computer memory and used to

generate an equation for a straight line. The slope and intercept

of this line are also printed and this equation relating measured

voltage to temperature is used to calculate the temperature of

reaction mixture solutions later in the program from the measured

temperature voltage.

2. The program now prompts the operator to standardize the

pH meter. First the user is prompted to add one buffer (normally

pH 4) to the cell, the pH value of the buffer is typed in, and

the computer is signaled to acquire the pH voltage. This is
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repeated for the second buffer (typically pH 7). At the time of

measurement, the digital representation of the pH voltage is printed

and stored. After measurement of the second buffer pH, the

equation for a straight line is generated and the slope and inter-

cept are printed. This equation is later used to calculate the pH

of a given reaction mixture from the measured pH voltage. Normally,

the pH meter readout scale will have been calibrated in the normal

way but this is not necessary since the appropriate calibration

function is calculated by the computer.

Provisions are made throughout the program to return the

operator, if desired, to the meter calibration sections of the pro-

gram described above in order to recalibrate the temperature and/or

pH meters.

3. After the initial meter calibration, the operator is

prompted to input measurement conditions. Separate prompting

messages ask for the measurement time in seconds, the number of

quarter second time intervals per memory data point, the delay time

in seconds after which the analytical measurement begins, the

number of pages of computer memory to be allocated for storage

of data points, and the mode of calculation of the analytical

result (rate or magnitude measurement). These values are input in

decimal form by the operator and are labeled by BASIC as MEASNO,

TIME, DELAY, PAGE and MODE, respectively. These measurement

conditions undergo automatic decimal-to-hexidecimal conversion

upon being POKEd by BASIC into the machine language subroutine

originally developed by Ryan and later modified by Elliott to
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function as a subroutine for BASIC. The maximum values for the

measurement and delay times and number of quarter seconed time

intervals per data point is 256 since one 8-bit memory location is

allocated for each of these variables.

4. After the measurement parameters are input, the operator

is instructed by the program to run a blank if desired. Prompting

messages ask for operator input of an identifying title for this

first set of measurements (usually labeled BLANK) as well as specific

measurement information such as the number of repetitive runs to be

performed and the values of the OA I-V converter feedback resistor

and capacitor (Rf and Cf).

When all appropriate information is entered, a prompting

message informs the operator that the measurement process may

commence. The blank is added to the sample cell and the operator

types CR to initiate the measurement nrocess.

Figure 6 summarizes the measurement sequence for a typical run

of a given blank, standard, or sample solution. BASIC jumps to the

ratemeter subroutine where the reagent injector is triggered and

the timing of the delay period is begun followed by aquisition of

rate, pH, temperature and PT data. The ratemeter machine language

program was discussed in detail earlier.

Note that two temperature measurements are made which are

later averaged to give the average temperature during the rate

measurement. The reason for this and the general timing of the

measurement is discussed in the Results and Discussion section.

After each analytical measurement is completed, the program
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stores and prints out the raw rate and the measured pH, temperature

and PT signals that correspond to the rate measurement. The validity

of the printed data from each run must be confirmed by the operator

by a simple signal to the computer (poor data resulting from

operator error or instrumental problems would not be saved in

computer memory for subsequent manipulation though a hardcopy record

of it exists). If the required number of repetitive runs are not

completed, a prompting message on the CRT informs the operator that

the measurement process will begin again when the appropriate signal

is received after a new blank is added to the cell after cell clean-

ing.

When the required number of repetitive runs are completed, the

mean, standard deviation (SD) and relative standard deviation (RSD)

of the raw rate, the average temperature and pH are printed and

stored. The R
f

and C
f
values are likewise printed to complete the

hardcopy record of the experimental results and conditions. Indeed,

it should be noted that at all times throughout an analysis the

printer is operating and is forming a hardcopy record of whatever

appears on the CRT. Thus, there can be no confusion about what

experimental conditions were selected or what responses were made

to any prompting message; the operator need only consult the hard-

copy record which shows all results, conditions and responses.

5. After the blank measurement is performed or skipped,

prompting messages instruct the operator to begin measurement of

standards. Input of the number of standards to be run and the

number of repetitive runs per standard is requested. For each
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Figure 6 Measurement sequence for typical sample, blank or standard measurement.
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standard an identifying label is requested and the concentration of

the standard in ng/mL is entered in memory so that each set of

reported results is unambiguously identified. Rf and Cf values are

also requested. Measurements are initiated, validated and reported

as described above for the blank.

In an attempt to improve the precision and accuracy of the

analytical measurements, software correction of the measured

analytical result is performed in order to correct the measured rate

for run-to-run differences in temperature and pH and for general

deviations of these parameters from optimum values. Thus, the

measured pH and temperature values are compared to optimum values

and if necessary the measured analytical rate is corrected by the

appropriate amount. These corrected rate values are printed for

each run along with the raw rate. The development of the correction

schemes is discussed in the Results and Discussion section of this

thesis.

After all the repetitive measurements for a given standard

have been run, the mean, SD and RSD of the raw rates and of the

corrected rates are reported along with the average temperature and

pH. In addition, the average standard raw rate is blank corrected

and normalized to the blank Rf. After all standards are measured

the blank corrected and R
f
normalized rates are used by the computer

to generate an equation for a straight line to be used in subsequent

software calculation of sample concentrations. The slope and

intercept of this rate vs concentration relationship are printed

out.
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6. After all standards are run the operator is prompted to

begin measurement of samples. When prompted the operator states

whether a blank is to be run (not often necessary with kinetic

sample measurements) and inputs the identifying label, Rf, Cf and

desired number of runs. The computer then waits for the appropriate

signal to begin the sample measurements after addition of the sample

to the cell.

When the desired number of repetitive runs are completed, the

statistical information about the sample measurement is reported

(identical to standard information). The average sample raw rate is

blank corrected and Rf normalized if desired and used to calculate

the sample concentration based on the rate vs concentration relation-

ship developed earlier. The error in the sample concentration is

then calculated based on the t statistic, the standard deviation in

the sample measurement and the number of repetitive measurements per-

formed on the sample. This error is reported as +t scx/n1/2 in

ng/mL where t is the t statistic for the 90 % confidence level for

the appropriate number of degrees of freedom (n-1), scx is the

calculated SD in the sample concentration, and n is the number of

repetitive runs.

A program listing and flow diagram for the General Analysis

Program are presented in Appendix I.

The standard Addition BASIC program was developed to permit

automated measurement of samples which require standard addition

compensation for matrix abosrbers or quenchers. No pH or temper-

ature measurements are performed. However, the "bookkeeping" and
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data reduction features of the General Analysis program are utilized.

The general sequence of events followed in the Standard Addition

program as prompted on the CRT are indicated below.

1. After typing RUN, the BASIC program instructs the operator

to input measurement conditions. MEASNO, TIME, DELAY, MODE and

PAGE are input as discussed above for the General Analysis program

and in addition the operator inputs the concentration of the

standard solution used and the volume to be injected in the standard

addition measurements. The number of samples to be measured is

indicated and the program enters the sample measurement loop.

2. The sample measurement loop is repeated for each sample.

In this loop BASIC prompts the operator to input an identifying

label for the sample to be run as well as the Rf, Cf and number of

repetitive runs. A prompting message informs the analyst that the

measurement process will begin when the appropriate signal is

received after the sample is added to the cell.

3. A nested repetitive measurement loop is entered with the

command by the operator to commence measurement. This signal to

the computer initiates the measurement scheme shown in Figure 7.

After the delay period, the reagent injector is triggered as

discussed earlier for the ratemeter subroutine. At the end of the

first measurement period, the ratemeter subroutine returns to BASIC

where the rate is calculated by BASIC from the PEEKed contents of

three memory locations. BASIC immediately initiates the standard

addition measurement by jumping to the injector subroutine which

triggers the automatic injector to add a standard solution to the
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reaction mixture in the cell. Delay and measurement periods

identical to the initial periods are timed with BASIC PEEKing the

standard addition rate value from the appropriate memory locations

at the conclusion of the second measurement period. BASIC then

stores and prints the initial rate, standard addition rate and

calculated sample concentration and prompts the operator to make

the next repetitive measurement.

4. After the desired number of repetitive measurements are

made, BASIC calculates and prints the mean, SD and RSD of the initial

rate, the standard addition rate and the reported sample concentra-

tion. The development of the equation for calculating the original

sample concentration is discussed in Results and Discussion.

The flow diagram and program listing for the BASIC Standard

Addition program is found in Appendix III.
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EXPERIMENTAL

Solution Preparation

All water used for solution preparation and rinsing of

containers and volumetric ware was double deionized water from a

Millipore Milli-Q system fed by house deionized water and is

denoted Millipore Water (MW). Glassware and teflon bottles used in

the fluorescence experiments were cleaned as previously described

(3). The only modification in this procedure is that ten rinses of

the vessels were performed with MW in place of the rinses with house

distilled.

All chemicals were reagent grade with the exception of the

Garnet Y reagent which is supplied by Berncolors-Poughkeepsie, Inc.,

Poughkeepsie, New York as a sample from large batches of the dye.

All solutions were stored in black teflon bottles. Buffer and

Garnet Y solutions were refrigerated. Table IV presents a list of

the major stock solutions prepared for the experiments described

in this thesis.

Equal volumes of the Garnet and buffer stock solutions were

combined at the time of analysis to provide the reagent solution

required for kinetic studies. Clean-up of the buffer and Garnet

solutions for the removal of contaminating metals will be discussed

later.
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1.

Table IV. Major Stock Solutions

Solution Preparation Procedure

100 mg/L Aluminum stock in
0.01 M HNO3

1.2350 g Al2(SO4)3.18H20 + 3 mL
of HNO

3
(c) diluted to 1 L with

MW

2. 280 mg/L Garnet Y 0.2800 g diluted to 1 L with
MW

3. 2 M Acetic Acid-NaOH Buffer 115 mL Glacial Acetic Acid in
800 mL H20. Adjust to pH 4.75
with Dilut-it 10 M NaOH. Dilute
to volume with MW in 1 L
volumetric flask

4. 1000 mg/L Quinine Sulphate (QS) 1.0000 g QS + 5.56 mL of

in 0.1 M H2SO4 H2SO4(c) diluted to 1 L with
MW

The blank solution for Al studies was 0.01 M HNO3 and for QS studies
was 0.1 M H2SO4.
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The following measurement conditions were used unless other-

wise stated. Fluorescence kinetic measurements of Al-Garnet

solutions were made with the excitation monochromator set at 366 nm

with 2 mm slits (17 nm spectral bandpass) and 495 nm emission cut-

off filter (0 % T at 472 nm, 95 % T at 532 nm). The 495 nm cut-off

filter produced a larger signal-to-background ratio (S/B) than

interference or absorption filters whose wavelength of maximum

transmittance corresponded closely to the 570 nm wavelength of

maximum fluorescence for the Al-Garnet complex.

Fluorescence excitation and emission spectra were taken with

2 mm excitation slits with the slits of the emission monochromator

set at 2.5 mm (21 nm spectral bandpass) for the excitation spectra

and 0.5 mm (4.2 nm spectral bandpass) for the emission spectra.

The PMT I-V signal was directly monitored for excitation spectra.

Quinine Sulphate (QS) equilibrium measurements performed in

the standard addition study were made with a 480 nm interference

filter which provided a larger S/B than the 460 nm interference

filter used in previous studies (3) which more closely matches the

wavelength of maximum fluorescence of QS. Measurements were per-

formed with a PMT voltage setting of 800 V and PT I/V converter

settings of Rf = 1 x 106 ohm and Cf = 0.1 microfarrad. The

divider circuit was adjusted so that the divider output equals

the PMT I/V converter voltage output.

Fluorescence kinetic measurements were performed with an 8 s
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measurement time and an S s delay time.

Garnet-Al Study

The fluorometric kinetic determination of Al is based on

measuring the initial rate of formation of the fluorescent Al-

Garnet complex. The order of reagent addition to the sample cell

was the same for optimization, interference studies or routine

analyses. Sample or standard aluminum solutions were added first

to the sample cell with Eppendorf automatic pipets and then the

stirrer was turned on. Next the combined reagent solution was

added with the automatic injector to initiate the reaction under

computer control. For spectral and optimization studies and

analyses, the volume of sample or standard solution was 2 mL and

the reagent volume was 1 mL. For interference studies, the volume

of reagent was 2 mL and the standard or standard plus interference

volume was 1 mL. Between each run the sample cell was rinsed once

with 10 % (v/v) HNO3 and five times with MW. Reaction mixture and

rinsing solutions were removed by vacuum aspriation. Reagent and

analyte solution bottles were immersed in the same temperature

controlled water bath from which water was circulated through the

temperature controlled cell holder. All measurements were made at

25 °C, unless stated otherwise.

Optimization studies for the Garnet Y reagent concentration

were accomplished through the separate addition of 0.5 mL of buffer

solution and 0.5 mL of Garnet solutions of various concentrations.
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pH optimization studies were accomplished through the use of

solutions of fixed Al concentration and varying Fr concentration.

The 1-1+ concentrations were chosen so as to provide final reaction

mixture pH values over the desired range.

Unless otherwise stated, all rate values presented are the

average rates of at least five runs.

Reagent Solution Clean-Up

Reagent grade glacial acetic acid is contaminated with signif-

icant amounts of metals. The metal contamination of the Garnet Y

reagent is unknown but aluminum contamination at the ng/mg level

could pose a problem in the development of a trace aluminum method.

Two methods were tested in an attempt to remove the metal contamin-

ation of reagents: (1) chemical separation via ion-exchange, and

(2) solvent extraction. The ion-exchange method is based on the use

of Chelex-100 cation-exchange resin (94,95). The ion-exchange

columns were previously described (94) and consist of a small

plastic column with a frit inserted into the neck of a one pint

plastic bottle whose bottom has been cut off. About 75 mL of wet

100-200 mesh Chelex-100 chelating resin was loaded into 2 identical

columns. One column was suspended above the other so that the

effluent from the first column dripped into the second column and

the effluent from the second column was directed to a bottle. Two

identical double column setups were used to clean separately 1 L

of the buffer and Garnet Y stock solutions for storage in separate
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containers. Ion-exchange columns were prepared and the resin

cleaned for use according to the product information pamphlet

distributed by Bio Rad Laboratories (95) with the modifications

used by Marino (94).

Solvent extraction of the buffer solution was performed and

compared to ion-exchange clean-up procedures. Buffer acidified to

pH 5.25 was extracted with two 10 mL portions of 2 % (w/v) 8-

hydroxyquimoline in CH3C1 per 350 mL of buffer. This procedure is

recommended by Tikhinov (31) and is a modification of a procedure

by Classen and Bastings (59).

Interference Study

An interference study was performed in order to determine the

applicability of the Garnet Y system to aluminum determinations.

The utility of a method depends on the number of other ions in a

sample which interfere with the analysis and the concentration at

which this interference ceases. A total of 26 metal ions and 10

non-metal ions were tested in this study. Humic acid was also

tested. The procedure for this interference study involved 1) a

determination of whether an ion would react with the Garnet-buffer

reagent solution, and 2) a determination of the effect of an ion

on the Al'3-Garnet reaction. Thus, 0.5 mL of H2O and 0.5 mL of an

interference test solution were added to the cell and 2 mL of

reagent solution injected in order to determine if an ion reacted

with the reagent. Also, 0.5 mL of the interference test solution
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and 0.5 mL of 5 ng/mL A113 solution were added to the cell and the

reaction initiated in order to determine if the presence of the ion

interfered with the Al-Garnet reaction. A species was said to

interfere with the Al-Garnet determination of Al if the analytical

rate with the species present was not within '2 standard deviations

of the rate observed in the absence of the species. Serial dilutions

of interfering ion solutions were performed and these new solutions

tested in order to determine the interference level or the maximum

concentration at which no interference was observed.

Microcomputer Correction Studies

Computer programs were developed to correct the measured

analytical rate for differences in the reaction mixture temperature

and pH from optimum values. Also, computer controlled standard

addition procedures were developed to automatically perform standard

addition measurements and calculations in order to compensate for

strong matrix absorption at the excitation or emission wavelengths

or for matrix quenching. The instrumentation required for these

corrections was discussed earlier. The experimental steps per-

formed are detailed below.

The rate versus temperature relationship for the temperature

study was accomplished by simply adjusting the thermostated control

on the water bath temperature control unit to provide different

bath temperatures. Thus, aluminum standards and reagent solutions

stored in the bath, and the cell holder through which bath water
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circulates, are maintained at the required temperature. Once the

rate versus temperature relationship was established, the computer

was programmed to correct the measured rate to what it would have

been at 25.00 °C. The correction scheme was tested by measuring

the rate of 5 mg/L Al standard at different temperatures. Adjust-

ment of the water bath temperature provided different solution

temperatures to mimic the situation where real samples differ in

temperature. Also, room temperature and water bath solutions of

the same aluminum concentration (5 mg/L) were measured to test the

correction scheme.

For the pH study solutions of the same aluminum concentration

(5 mg/L) but of different H+ concentrations were measured to

provide the rate versus pH dependence for the establishment of a

correction equation. Likewise, similar solutions were measured to

test the correction scheme.

Standard addition equilibrium based measurements were per-

formed on a 396.2 mg/L QS standard and two 396.2 mg/L QS standards

which contained 394 mg/L KI as a quencher or 37 mg/L K2Cr207 as an

absorber. The injected standard for these measurements was 0.0156

mL of 99.04 mg/L QS. The volume of QS solutions used was 3.0018 mL.

Kinetic standard addition experiments involved injection of a 40.41

mg/L Al standard into 2.0012 mL of 202.0 mg/L Al standards (plus

0.9888 mL of reagent solution) which contained no added absorber or

quencher or 1) 59 mg/L KI, or 2) 40 mg/L K2Cr207. The volume of

all Eppendorf pipets and injector syringes was calibrated by

repetitive weighing of water delivered by these devices into a
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small plastic bottle.

Sample Analysis Using Hach Method

In order to demonstrate the validity of the Al-Garnet determin-

ation of Al, a natural river water sample was collected and analyzed

by both the Al-Garnet procedure and by the Hach method (40) which

is based on a method developed by Shull (41). (The river water

sample was collected in a teflon bottle and acidified to pH 2.0 for

storage using HNO3 (c)). Shull's procedure, based on the colorimetric

reagent Aluminon, was adapted as a standard method and was recommended

in the Standard Methods of Water and Wastewater Analysis in 1965 (42).

The Hach method is a simplified version of this procedure utilizing

prepackaged and preweighed reagents that are simply added to

prescribed volumes of sample, mixed and added to a sample cell

for absorbance measurement. The explicit procedures for the Hach

method are described elsewhere (40). The only modifications of

this procedure involved the concentration of the river water sample

by a factor of 5 (from 250 mL to 50 mL) by evaporation in a beaker.

The river water sample was analyzed directly by the Al-Garnet

procedure without preconcentration.

NBS Spinach Leaves Analysis

A further test of the validity of the Al-Garnet procedure for

Al was provided by the Analysis of NBS spinach leaves (NBS Standard
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Reference Material 1570). The procedure followed in this analysis

is as follows: 1) The spinach leaves were dried in an oven at 85 °C

for 2 hours. 2) Triplicate samples of about 0.5000 g were accurately

weighed and added to beakers. 3) The samples were ashed at 450 °C

for 12 hours. 4) Any remaining residue in the beakers was dissolved

with HNO3 (c) and HCL (c). 5) The dissolved samples were diluted

to 2 L in volumetric flasks, after being adjusted to pH 2.0, for

the Al-Garnet analysis. A proper blank was prepared.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Investigation of the Al-Garnet Kinetic Procedure

This section of this thesis deals with the investigation and

optimization of a kinetic fluorometric method for the determination

of A1+3 in water. Fluorescence monitoring of the chelation reaction

of an 0, 0' dihydroxyazo dye (Garnet Y) with A1+3 is used to relate

the rate of reaction to the concentration of aluminum. The structure

of the dye and the structure of the Al-Garnet complex were discussed

in the Historical section. The chelate fluoresces with a brilliant

yellow fluorescence while the dye itself shows no appreciable

fluorescence.

No kinetic method for the determination of aluminum by reaction

with Garnet Y has been reported although some equilibrium procedures

have been reported as described in the Historical section. These

equilibrium studies indicated that the chelation reaction is

relatively slow and thus suitable for a kinetic method. It was also

hoped that the kinetic method would descriminate against some inter-

ferences that affected the equilibrium method due to different rates

of reaction of Garnet Y with different metal ions. The use of

Garnet Y as the reagent in a kinetics-based (KB) fluorescence

monitored method for aluminum is shown to provide great sensitivity

and a high degree of specificity in a technique that requires only

a short analysis time and a minimum of sample handling.

Unless otherwise stated, all aluminum or interferent concen-
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trations reported are the original concentrations while buffer and

Garnet Y concentrations are the reaction mixture concentrations.

Analytical Wavelength Selection

Figures 8 and 9 show the Al-Garnet fluorescence uncorrected excit-

ation and emission spectra, respectively. The excitation wavelength which

causes the most intense fluorescence is 366 nm while the wavelength

of maximum fluorescence is 570 nm. These wavelengths were chosen

as the analytical wavelengths. All subsequent work was performed

with the excitation wavelength set at 366 nm with 2 mm slits; a

495 nm cutoff filter was used in place of the emission monochromator.

Figure 10, the absorption spectrum of the Al-Garnet complex,

indicates that the complex is being excited at a minimum in the

absorption curve. The 200 W Xenon-Mercury lamp used in this

research has no strong lines near the 475 nm wavelength of maximum

absorption of the complex so no other excitation line could be

chosen. Unfortunately, a strong pre-filter effect is possible

since the Garnet Y reagent absorbs strongly at 366 nm as shown in

figure 10. The concentration of this reagent cannot be lowered

significantly, of course, since it cannot become the rate limiting

component in the reaction mixture. Indeed, in order to attain

psuedo zero order kinetics with respect to the Garnet Y reagent,

its concentration should be high as compared to the analyte so

that its concentration does not change appreciably during the

measurement time. This also insures that the pre-filter effect
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Figure 9 Al-Garnet fluorescence emission spectrum. Al
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remains constant during a rate measurement.

Garnet Y Optimization

Figure 11 shows a plot of rate versus concentration of Garnet Y

reagent. A plateau is observed at about 47 mg/L indicating that in

this region the rate is zero order with respect to the Garnet. The

rate for 67 mg/L Garnet was lower than that for 33 mg/L. The

relative standard deviation (RSD) in the rate measurement ranged

from 0.8 % at 47 mg/L Garnet to 2.1 % at 3 mg/L.

The optimum reagent concentration for the development of a

kinetic analytical method was taken as 47 mg/L. At this concen-

tration reasonable precision is observed and there is little rate

dependence on the Garnet concentration over a fairly significant

range. Thus, small errors in solution preparation which result in

incorrect reagent concentrations may be insignificant if the reagent

concentration is still on the plateau region of the rate versus

concentration curve. Furthermore, potentially interfering species

which may bind up some reagent molecules in complexes and thus

compete for the reagent with the analyte may present no significant

problem if the reagent concentration remains on the plateau for

the measurement period.

On a molar basis, the 47 mg/L Garnet Y concentration is 2.0

x 10 -4 M. If this is compared to 1 mg/L of A14.5 (3.7 x 10-5 M), the

Garnet Y is seen to be in excess by a factor of five. At aluminum

concentrations typically encountered in aqueous environmental
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Figure 11. Rn9 versus concentration of Garnet Y. pH = 4.75,
Al ' conc. = 1 mg/L, buffer conc. = 0.33 M, Rf =
100K 0, Cf = 1 uF.
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samples the Garnet Y would be in excess by about three or four orders

of magnitude.

pH Optimization

A graph detailing the rate versus pH dependence for the Al-

Garnet system is presented in Figure 12. The significant rate

dependence with pH is evidenced by the fact that the rate changes

by about 150 % with a pH change of about 0.5 pH units in the region

pH 4.5 to pH 5.0. Reasonable precision is observed throughout the

pH range 4 to 5 with RSD values ranging from 0.9 % at pH 5.1 and 4.5

to a high of 1.3 % at pH 4.0. Below pH 4, the precision decreased

markedly with observed RSD values of 2.7 % at pH 3.6 and 3.4 % at

pH 3.1. At pH values above 5, the rate of reaction is so great

that it renders the reaction unsuitable for a kinetic method since

initial rates can no longer be measured. The Al-Garnet complex

undergoes apparent decomposition above pH 5.7.

The selection of an optimum working pH in the development of

an analytical kinetic method is guided by several requirements: 1)

the reaction rate at the selected pH should be sufficiently great

so as to provide a large signal change during the measurement

period, 2) reasonable measurement precision should be observed, 3)

the optimum pH should be close to the pKa of the acid used in the

buffer system. In the Al-Garnet system the pH region from pH 4.5

to pH 5.0 provides large rate values and good precision in a

pH range that can be buffered effectively by acetic acid buffer
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solutions. Additionally, the maximum equilibrium fluorescence

exhibited by the Al-Garnet complex occurs at pH 4.7. For these

reasons the optimum working pH for the Al-Garnet system was taken

as pH 4.75. The selection of pH 4.75 insures efficient buffer

action by the acetic acid buffer system since the pKa of the acetic

acid is 4.75 and buffer capacity is greatest at the pKa of the acid.

It is fortunate that an inexpensive, readily available acid

such as acetic acid does not interfere with the Al-Garnet reaction

and that its pKa lies in the desired working pH range for the Al-

Garnet system. The rate of a reaction mixture acidified to pH

4.75 with HNO
3
with no acetic acid was within 5 % of the rate measured

with the pH 4.75 acetic acid buffer.

Buffer Solution Clean-Up

Critical control of reaction mixture pH is imperative in the

Al-Garnet system since the rate dependence with pH is so great.

This requires a highly buffered solution. Unfortunately, metal

contamination of the acetic acid and the NaOH used in the buffer

solution, particularly with aluminum, can contribute significantly

to the background reaction (blank rate with 1 mL of MW substituted

for an Al standard) and, via complex formation during short term

storage, to the general fluorescent background observed in an

analytical measurement. Consequently, the detection limit is raised

as the blank signal and rate and the SD in the blank signal and rate

become larger.
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Table V presents a synopsis of the results of the reagent

cleanup procedures described in the Experimental section. Clearly,

the Chelex resin cleanup procedure is perferred since the lowest

blank rate and the lowest blank rate SD were observed for buffer

solution cleaned with the resin. The resin cleaned solution

provided a detection limit that is a factor of 3 lower than that

observed with untreated buffer solution and a factor of 2 lower than

that observed with the extracted buffer solution. In practice,

both the buffer and Garnet solutions are cleaned by the Chelex

resin before they are combined. The removal of metal contamination

from the Garnet in addition to the buffer reduces the blank rate

about another factor of 3 and the SD in the blank rate by another

50 %.

After this study, the buffer concentration was increased to

2.0 M (0.75 M in cell). This adjustment of the initial buffer

concentration to 2.0 M acetic acid adjusted to pH 4.75 with NaOH

was required in order to insure that cell pH values remain fairly

constant when samples acidified to different pH values are measured.

A 10 - 15 % decrease in the analytical rate was observed when the

cell buffer concentration was raised from 0.17 M to 0.75 M.

Calibration Curve

A calibration curve for the Al-Garnet system is presented in

Figure 13. The detection limit is found from the ratio of twice

the SD of the blank rate (22 counts) divided by the slope of the



Table V. Buffer Solution Clean-upa

Al Rate

Treatment Al Rate SD RSD Blank Rate Blank Rate SD Blank Rate Detection Limit

(counts) (counts) (%) (counts) (counts) (ng/mL)

None 148072 1604 1.1 4153 85 36 0.80

Extraction 147671 2921 2.0 538 64 274 0.60

Chelex 148198 286 0.20 213 28 696 0.27

Resin

a All values are averages of 10 measurements. Rf = 100 x 105 ohm, Cc = 0.1
microfarrad, Al+3 concentration = 1 mg/L Garnet Y concentration = 47 mg/L,
buffer concentration = 0.17 M. Uncleaned Garnet Y and buffer combined before
injection.
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calibration curve (362 counts/ng/mL) to be 0.12 ng/mL Al. The

signal deviates from linearity by 5 % at 10 mg/L so that the linear

dynamic range is over four orders of magnitude. At 1 mg/L the

absorbance of the complex over 0.5 cm at the excitation wavelength

is 0.03 so non-linearity is expected. For the 8 ng/mL to 126

ng/mL standards, the RSD ranged from 0.5 % to 1.5 % while the pre-

cision observed for the lower standards ranged from 3.2 % for 4

ng/mL Al+3 to 7.4 % for 1 ng/mL.

From the reaction curve presented in Figure 14, it is apparent

that the 16 s measurement and 8 s delay represent measurement of the

initial rate over the first 3 % of the reaction since equilibrium is

attained in approximately 12 minutes. The equilibrium fluorescence

is stable for at least 2 hours.

Interference Study

Table VI summarizes the results for the elements and anions

tested in the interference study for the Al-Garnet system. A 2 %

w/v NaC1 solution did not interfere with the analytical reaction.

Cd+2, Cr+3, Ni'2, Zn+2 and La+3 reacted with the Garnet Y reagent

after induction periods ranging from 25 to 90 s. They did not

contribute to the measured analytical signal since their kinetic

contribution is insignificant during the measurement period. The

lowest detection limit for these five ions is 15 mg/L if much

longer measurement times are observed. In+3 reacts with a high

rate - reaching equilibrium by the time the PMT shutter is opened -

and has a detection limit of about 1 mg/L. Humic acid and
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Na
2
SiO

3
did not interfere at 10 mg/L. Aluminum contamination

of the humic acid and NalSiO3 reagents prevented the testing of

solutions more concentrated than those discussed above. Repeated

solution clean-up with Chelex-100 cation exchange resin of more

concentrated solutions reduced the contribution to the measured

rate possibly due to Al
+3

contamination but did not reduce the Al
+3

concentration to an acceptable level for the interference study.

In an attempt to reduce the interference by F- and Fe +3 ,
+2

several masking agents were tested. It is felt that the actual re-

moval of interfering species by ion exchange or extraction would be

unreasonably time consuming and would present a source of contamin-

ation. Thus, the masking of an interference by the addition of

another substance is the desired method of dealing with interfer-

ences.

Several metal ions which form strong complexes with F- were

considered as possible masking agents to increase the F- interference

level in the Al-Garnet system. It was hoped that the addition of

a large excess of the appropriate metal ion would bind-up the F-

ions in complex formation leaving the Al ions free to react with

the reagent. Possible choices of metal ions which form strong

metal-F complexes include Cr+3, Sn+4, Ti+4, Th+4 and Sc+3. Unfortun-

ately, none of these metal ions were effective in masking the F-

interference. In most cases, the metal ion itself interfered at

the high levels required of a masking agent while for others the

strength of the Al-F bond or the kinetics of metal-F bond formation

resulted in no appreciable affect on the F- interference during the
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Species

Table VI. Interference Study

Interference Level Commentsa

(mg/L)

Hf" 5 R

Se+3 2.5 R

Th" 10 R

Sn+4 25 R

Be+2 25 NK

Ti" 30 B

Humic Acid 0.1 R

SiO2 1 R

Ga
+3

0.3 R

Y4-3 25 R

In
+3

1 R

F 1 NK

Fe -
+,

, Fe+3 2.5 NK

Cu+2 2.5 NK

Zr+4 0.0025 R

Did not interfere or react with reagent at 100 mg/L level.

Na.f, Sr+2, Ba+2, S-2, T1+3, Co+2, Pb+2, PO4-3, HCO3, Mn+2,

Br-, B03-3

Did not interfere or react with the reagent at 1000 mg/L level.

Mg+2 , Ca
+2

, SO4- 2
, NO3

Did not interfere at the 100 mg/L level.

Cd+2, Cr+3, Ni+2, Zn+2, La+3

a
Symbol Description

R means positive interference. Species reacts with reagent with

some kinetic contribution to measured aluminum rate.

NK means negative interference. No kinetic contribution by species

to measured aluminum rate. Species may interfere by competition
with aluminum and/or by absorption of excitation or emission

radiation.
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measurement period. BO-i3 at levels as high as 2000 mg/L did not

mask the F interference.

A similar strategy was adopted in an attempt to mask or

prevent the Fe interference. Ascorbic acid was added to reduce the

Fe
+3 to Fe+2 in the hope that the reaction of Fe

+2
with Garnet Y

would be less significant than for Fe
+3

. Ascorbic acid suppressed

the Al rate significantly at 25 mg/L and was ineffective as a

masking agent at 10 mg/L. P20774 was added to mask Fe
+3

but this

interfered with the Al rate at levels above 2 mg/L.

The actual removal of the major interfering species, F- and

Fe+3,+2, was deemed unnecessary since these ions interfere at levels

not typically observed in aqueous environmental samples.

NBS Spinach Leaves Analysis

The Al-Garnet procedure was used to determine Al
+3

in

spinach leaves (NBS standard reference material 1570). The

procedure followed in the preparation of the leaves for analysis is

detailed in the Experimental section of this thesis. Triplicate

samples of the spinach leaves were analyzed as were two Al+3 stand-

ards which bracketed the reported Al
+3

concentration of the leaves.

The results of this study are presented in Table VII.

The certified Al
+3

concentration of the spinach leaves is

870 ± 50 ng/mg. From Table VII it is seen that the average concen-

tration of Al
+3

determined by the Al-Garnet procedure was 854 ng/mg

for an apparent measurement error of 1.8 %. This is well within
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the certified range of ± 5.7 %. These results indicate that the AI-

Garnet procedure is suitable for analysis of materials of biological

origin.

For each spinach leaf sample analyzed, the precision for

repetitive measurements of the sample (RSD) was less than 1 %. This

is much less than the overall measurement precision between samples

(4.8 %) indicating that the sample preparation procedure limits the

overall precision of the analysis.

Table VIII presents the results of the application of the auto-

mated standard addition procedure to the spinach leaf Al
+S

solutions

used in the initial analysis. The precision of repetitive measure-

ments of a given solution are less than 2 % for all three solutions.

The average reported Al
+3

concentration (219.0 ng/mL) is about 3 %

higher than the average reported solution Al+3 concentration from

Table VII. If the reported concentrations of Table VIII are used to

calculate the original Al
+S

concentration of the spinach leaves as

was done in Table VII, the average value (881.1 ng/mg) results in

an apparent measurement error of 1.3 %. Thus, the standard

addition analysis of the spinach leaves provides a slightly more

accurate value for spinach leaf Al
+3

concentration than does the

straight Al-Garnet procedure.

Water Analysis

In an attempt to demonstrate the accuracy of the Al-Garnet

procedure in the analysis of aqueous environmental samples, an



Table VII. NBS Spinach Leaves Analysis

Sample Measured Ratea SD RSD Blank Corrected Reported Sample Weight Sample
(counts) (counts) (%) Rate Concentration (g) Concentration

(counts) (ng/mL) (ng/mg)

Al
+3

standard 29982 103 0.34 29971
125.9 ng/mL

Al
+3

standard 176894 1303 0.74 176883
755.2 ng/mL

Blank 1867 435

Spinach
Leaves 01 52228 406 0.78 50361 213.2 0.5065 841.7

#2 48375 411 0.85 46508 196.7 0.4797 918.9

#3 55468 286 0.52 53601 227.1 0.5046 899.9

Average sample Al +3 concentration = 854 ng/mg
SD = 41 ng/mg

RSD = 4.8 %

a
Mean of five measurements
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Table VIII. NBS Spinach Leaf Standard Addition Resultsa

Sample Measured Rate
b

(counts)
Standard Addition

Rate
(counts)

Reported Conc. SD RSD
(ng/mL) (ng/mL)(%)

1 25997 61437 217.8 2.7 1.2

2 24054 59110 204.4 3.2 1.6

3 27727 62606 234.9 3.4 1.4

a
V
s

= 0.0156 mL, cs = 40.41 mg/L.

Refer to Tables XVIII and XIX for description of standard additionequation.

b
Mean of five measurements
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analysis of Willamette River water was performed using both the AI-

Garnet kinetic procedure and a reference Colorimetric method (Hach).

The Experimental section of this thesis describes sample collection

procedures and the Hach analysis.

For the Al-Garnet procedure, a calibration curve from 1

ng/mL to 124 ng/mL was constructed which had a linear regression

slope and intercept of 362 counts/ng/mL and 349 counts, respectively.

The Willamette river AI
+3

concentration for a sample filtered

through a 0.45 pm filter was 7.8 ng/mL. This sample was measured

five times with a SD and RSD of 0.2 ng/mL and 2.5 %, respectively.

For the Hach method, a calibration curve was constructed for

the concentration range 20 - 100 ng/mL Al
+3

. The calibration curve

was linear with a linear regression slope and intercept of 5 x 10
-4

A.U./ng/mL and 0.0103 A.U., respectively. Filtered Willamette river

water which was concentrated by a factor of five was found to contain

34.0 ng/mL Al
+3

for an original sample concentration of 6.8 ng/mL

Al
+3

. This sample was measured five times with an SD and RSD of

0.3 ng/mL and 4.4 % , respectively.

A consideration of the results presented above indicates that

the Al-Garnet procedure provides a more precise analysis without

the need of preconcentration. The requirement of preconcentration

for trace Al
+3

determinations with the Hach method serves as a

potential source of contamination and is more time consuming.

There is about a 12 % difference in reported Al
+3

concentration

between the two methods. The comparatively lower Al
+3

concentration

determined with the Hach procedure may be attributed to a possible
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F interference which would have been aggravated when the sample was

concentrated. The F interference for the Hach method is more

severe than that for the Al-Garnet procedure, with 1 mg/L F causing

about a 50 % error in reported Al
+3

concentration at the 1 mg/L Al+3

level in the Hach method.

A further attempt to demonstrate the validity of the Al-Garnet

procedure involved the application of the automated standard addition

procedure discussed in the Microcomputer-Based Corrections portion

of this thesis to both filtered and unfiltered Willamette river

water. Table IX presents the results of this study. From Table IX

it is seen that the standard addition rates are higher than the

initial rates by about a factor of 2. The overall measurement

precision for the unfiltered sample is significantly worse than for

the filtered sample, possibly because of increased scattering by

particles in solution. It would, perhaps, have been expected that

the unfiltered sample would give a higher Al
+3

concentration and,

while the unfiltered initial rate is larger, the final reported

sample Al
+5

concentration is somewhat lower than for the unfiltered

sample.
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Table IX. Standard AdditionaStudy of
Willamette River Water.

Sample Measured Rate Standard Addition Reported Conc. SD RSD

(counts) Rate (ng/mL) (ng/mL)(%)

(counts)

Filtered 4272 7869 8.5 0.2 2.7

Willamette

Unfiltered 4995 9314 8.2 0.4 4.3

Willamette

a
V
s
= 0.0156 mL, c

s
= 1007 ng/mL

Refer to Tables XVIII and XIX for description of standard addition
equation.

b
All tabulated values are means of five runs.

All rates normalized to R
f

= 105 0.
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The instrumentation and computer software discussed earlier

were used to provide automatic computer correction of analytical

results when monitored system variables deviated from predetermined

optimum conditions. In this section the study of fundamental

relationships and the development of correction equations are

discussed and the results of the application of these correction

schemes are presented.

Temperature Study

Figure 15 shows a plot of rate versus reaction mixture temper-

ature for the Al-Garnet system. In order to establish a correction

equation which would permit the normalization of analytical signals

for measurements performed at different temperatures, an optimum

temperature of 25.00 °C was selected. The thermostated water bath

which maintains the cell at a fixed temperature is operated at 25 °C

since temperatures above room temperature are easier to control and

maintain than temperatures below room temperature. For the purpose

of establishing a mathematical expression which would permit the

temperature correction of measured analytical rates, the linear

regression equation for a straight line from Figure 15 was used to

calculate the rate for 25.00 °C; this was taken as the normalized
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Figure 15. Rate versus reaction mixture temperature for Al-Garnet

system. A1'3 conc. = 5 mg/L, Rf = 100K Q. Linear
regression equation for the line is :

Rate = (15481)(T °C) - 211802
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rate. For the average measured rate at each temperature in Figure

15 a AR % value was calculated. This valUe is a measure of the

percent difference between the average measured rate at a given

temperature and the normalized rate and is calculated as follows:

AR % = ((100)(Measured Rate)/Normalized Rate) - 100

Next, for each measured average rate in Figure 15, a AT

value was calculated where AT = T - 25.00 °C and T is the average

reaction mixture temperature at which the average rate measurement

was performed. Thus, AT gives the difference between the measured

reaction mixture temperature and the optimum temperature of 25.00 °C,

with negative AT values indicating temperatures below 25.00 °C and

positive AT values indicating temperatures above 25.00°C.

The calculated AR % values were plotted against their

respective AT values as shown in Figure 16 in order to obtain a

generalized expression for the relationship between AR % and AT.

The linear regression equation for the line in Figure 16 is AR % =

(8.84)(AT) + 0.0021. This expression permits the calculation of the

percent difference between a measured analytical rate and the normal-

ized rate when the reaction mixture temperature is known. Thus, for

measured cell temperatures lower than 25.00 °C, AT will be negative

and AR % will be negative indicating that the measured rate is lower

than the normalized rate (at 25.00 °C) by AR %. A normalized or

corrected rate may then be calculated according to the following

expression:

Normalized rate = (100 x measured rate)/(100 + AR %).

With the appropriate measurements and calculations performed
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Figure 16. Plot of AR % versus AT for temperature correction scheme.

R % calculated as (100 -0(100 x measured rate/normalized
rate) and AT = T - 25.00 C. T is the average reaction

mixture temperature.
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in software, it is possible to automatically correct for differences

in reaction mixture temperature between measurements of different

samples or standards or within repetitive measurements of a given

sample. In this manner one can avoid the error which would be

incurred by measuring two samples with the same analyte concentration

at different temperatures. Inspection of the linear regression

equation for AR % from Figure 16 indicates that a 1.0 °C difference

in temperature results in close to a 10 % difference in rate. Thus,

serious errors can result if rigorous temperature control is not

practiced.

With automatic temperature correction such rigorous control of

sample temperature is not necessary as long as the average measured

cell temperature is within the range of the correction scheme.

Indeed, the temperature control aspects of the instrument described

previously generally ensure that the reaction mixture temperature

reaches a value close to the optimum value of 25.00 °C during the

measurement time. However, as Figure 17 indicates, the temperature

control aspects of the instrument are not ideal. In this figure the

reaction mixture temperatures of two identical aluminum standards

are plotted versus time. One solution was stored in the thermo-

stated water bath which circulates water through the fluorescence

cell holder and the other solution was maintained at room temper-

ature. Two observations should be made from Figure 17: 1) Even

with temperature control the measured temperatures of the two reaction

mixtures were different by almost 1.0 °C at the middle of the

measurement period; by this time the reaction mixture would have
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had 16 s to reach temperature equilibration; 2) the reaction mixture

temperature changes during the measurement period even for the

solution that was stored in the water bath.

Figure 18 indicates that the temperature change during the

measurement period is on the order of 0.14 °C for the "best case"

situation where the sample storage vessel was immersed in the water

bath along with the reagent solution. (The probable reason for the

general solution warming during the measurement period is the fact

that heat loss to the atmosphere takes place from the plastic tubing

of the automatic syringe which is located between the thermostated

water bath and the sample module). In order to obtain a more accurate

measure of the average reaction mixture temperature during the

measurement period, temperature measurements are made at the

beginning and end of the measurement period and averaged.

In order to assess the effectiveness of the temperature

correction scheme, measurements of a solution of fixed aluminum

concentration ( S mg/L) and pH were performed at several temper-

atures. The thermostated water bath temperature was changed

slightly for each measurement and allowed to equilibrate. The

test solution was immersed in the water bath as was the reagent

solution. In this manner it was possible to mimic the situation

where real samples are at slightly different temperatures when the

analytical measurements are performed.

Table X shows the results of this study. Average normalized

rates for solution measurements at five temperatures are shown

along with the average cell temperatures for the measurements, AT,
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normalized rate values, and AR % values. From the AT column, it is

evident that reaction mixture temperatures ranged from 0.76 °C below

the optimum temperature to 0.29 °C above. This temperature variation

resulted in measured rates which ranged from 6.72 % below the normal-

ized rate to 2.57 % above. Calculation of the mean, SD and RSD for

the tabulated measured rate values indicates a measurement precision

of 4.2 %. Calculation of these values for the normalized rates in

column four shows a measurement precision of 0.96 %. It is evident

that the imprecision in the measured rates is mainly due to

temperature differences between measurements and that the correction

scheme improves the measurement precision by compensating for the

measured temperature differences. Furthermore, the accuracy of the

average measured rates is poor as would be expected for measurements

performed at temperatures different that the optimum temperature.

The use of the correction scheme improves the accuracy of

analytical measurements.

The ability of the correction scheme to improve measurement

precision and accuracy for repetitive measurements of a single

solution was studied and the results are presented in Table XI.

Here, 20 repetitive measurements were performed on a standard

aluminum solution which was maintained at a constant temperature in a

water bath. This study represents the "best case" situation as

far as reaction mixture temperature stability is concerned since

ample time was allowed for both the reagent solution and the

standard solution to reach temperature equilibrium. Such rigorous

demands on sample solution temperature would be impractical for
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Table X Temperature Correction Results for Large Deviations
from Optimum Temperature.

Measured Ratea Temperature AT Normalized Ratea AR %
(counts) (°C) (T - 25.00) (counts)

162334 24.24 -0.76 174021 -6.72

164855 24.34 -0.66 175065 -5.83

171972 24.62 -0.38 177945 -3.36

173958 25.02 +0.02 173647 +0.18

179956 25.29 +0.29 175455 +2.57

Mean measured rate = 170615
SD = 7107
RSD = 4.2 %

Mean normalized rate = 175227
SD = 1689
RSD = 0.96 %

a
Mean of 5 measurements
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Table XI. Temperature Correction Results for Repetitive
Measurements Under Rigidly Controlled Conditions

Mean SD RSD
(counts) (counts) (%)

Measured Rate 171972 2234 1.3

Normalized Rate 177957 2450 1.4

Temperature 24.62
b

0.037
b

AR % = (8.84)(0.037) + 0.33 %

a
Twenty runs at one temperature, 5 mg/L Al

+3

b o
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measurements of large numbers of real samples since an unreasonable

amount of time would be required (and, perhaps, an unreasonable

amount of water bath capacity) for all solutions to reach the

optimum temperature. Also, for automatic on-line analyses, some

temperature instability would be expected and could be difficult

to control. However, the study of solution measurements performed

under rigorous temperature control permits an evaluation of the

correction scheme under near-ideal measurement conditions (as far

as temperature is concerned).

In table XI the average, SD and RSD for the raw and corrected

rate values are presented. It is evident that there is no significant

difference in measurement precision between the raw and corrected

measurements. The average temperature for the rate measurements as

tabulated in Table XI is 24.62 °C with a SD of 0.37 °C. The rate

imprecision expected due to this temperature variation, as calcul-

ated by from the AR % expression, is 0.33 %. Clearly, temperature

variation between measurements is a minor factor in the imprecision

of rate measurements performed under rigorous temperature control

and, therefore, the temperature correction scheme provides no

improvement in precision. However, a more accurate rate value

could be calculated by the correction scheme if the average temper-

ature of a series of repetitive measurements is different than the

optimum temperature.

It should be noted that the application of the temperature

correction scheme to sample measurements over a two month period

provided improvements in precision and accuracy comparable to that
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in the studies discussed above. This indicates that the correction

equation holds true from day-to-day; the slope of the AR % equation

apparently did not change appreciably. This is important for the

practical application of the correction scheme since recalculation

of the correction relationship is not necessary.

pH Study

The pH correction scheme discussed below was developed in a

manner analogous to the temperature correction scheme presented

earlier. Figure 19 shows a plot of rate versus pH over a narrow pH

range about pH 4.75. For the purposes of a correction scheme,

only relatively small differences from the ideal pH of 4.75 were

considered. There are two reasons why only small deviations from

the optimum pH are considered here: 1) The reaction mixture is

highly buffered due to the significant rate vs pH dependence

and samples acidified to a pH of 2.0 ! 0.5 result in reaction

mixture pH values of about 4.4 to 4.75 and, 2) the rate vs pH depen-

dence is not linear below about pH 4.35 and, hence, any correction

equation would have to be more complicated than a first order linear

correction. The pH correction scheme does not have to deal with

reaction mixture pH values above 4.75 since the buffer is adjusted

to pH 4.75 and any deviations in reaction mixture pH would be

toward lower pH values.

For the purpose of establishing a pH correction equation, the

linear regression equation for the line in Figure 19 was used to
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calculate a normalized rate for the ideal cell pH of 4.75. For each

average rate in Figure 19, a AR % value was calculated which

provides a measure of the percent difference between the normalized

rate and the measured rate. Thus, AR % is given by:

AR % = ((100)(Measured Rate)/(Normalized Rate)) - 100.

Negative AR % values indicate that the measured rate is lower than

the normalized rate by AR %. For each AR % value, a corresponding

ApH value was calculated where ApH = pH - 4.75 and pH is the

average pH at which the average rate values in Figure 19 were

measured. Thus, a negative ApH indicates a reaction mixture pH

that is lower than the ideal cell pH of 4.75.

A plot was made of AR % versus ApH in order to obtain a

generalized expression for AR %. This plot is presented in

Figure 20. The generalized expression from the linear regression

of the AR % vs ApH data of Figure 20 is:

AR % = (116.8)(ApH) - 0.0129.

This expression permits the correction or normalization of measured

rate values obtained at reaction mixture pH values that are

different than the ideal value. Inspection of the AR % expression

indicates that a 0.1 pH unit difference in reaction mixture pH

results in close to a 12 % difference in measured rate. The

advantages of automatic pH measurement and rate correction is

evident. A corrected or normalized rate may be calculated according

to the following expression:

Normalized rate = (Measured rate)(100)/(100 + AR %)

For a rate measurement performed at a pH lower than 4.75, ApH
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would be negative and AR % would be negative. From the expression

above this would cause the normalized rate to be higher than

the measured rate.

In order to assess the ability of the pH correction scheme to

correct for variations in measurement pH, four solutions of identical

aluminum concentration (5 mg/L) but with different pH values were

measured. Test solutions were stored in the water bath and given

ample time to equilibrate in order to minimize any temperature

effect on measured pH. The results of this study are presented in

Table XII.

From Table XII it is evident that even though the reagent

solution is highly buffered, significant differences in reaction

mixture pH result when samples are acidified to different initial

pH values. This results in measurement inaccuracy and imprecision.

From the tabulated values of Table XII, the RSD in the measured rate

values is 17 % whereas the RSD is 0.91 % for the normalized rate.

Inspection of the ipH and AR % columns indicate that this impre-

cision results principally from the differing reaction mixture pH

values. For the most extreme case of ApH = -0.28, a 33.3 % differ-

ence between the measured rate and the normalized rate is observed.

Indeed, if the expected measurement imprecision attributable to the

variation in pH is calculated from the SD in the reaction mixture

pH, the result - as tabulated in Table XII - is in close agreement

with the measured rate RSD indicating that variation in pH is

the main cause of measurement imprecision. Inspection of the

normalized rate data indicates that the correction scheme improved
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Table XII. Results of pH Correction Study

Measured Ratea Average pH pH AR % Normalized Rate
a

Sample
Initial

pH
(counts) (counts)

259316 4.47 -0.28 -33.3 358411 1.61

300641 4.55 -0.20 -22.7 392343 1.78

355007 4.67 -0.08 -8.74 391654 1.94

381927 4.74 -0.01 -1.82 386491 2.26

Mean measured rate = 324223
SD = 54913
RSD = 17 %

Mean normalized rate = 388975
SD = 3530

RSD = 0.91 %

Mean pH = 4.61
SD = 0.12

Expected imprecision in measured rate based on the SD in pH measure-

ments:

AR % = (116.8) (0.12) - 0.0129 = 14 %

a
Mean of 5 measurements
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precision by over one order of magnitude. Of course, measurement

accuracy was improved by use of the correction scheme since the

average normalized rate is closer to a true or ideal rate than is

the average measured rate.

An earlier experiment in which a pH correction scheme was

developed and tested provided results which agree closely with the

pH study presented above. In this earlier study, the slope of the

AR % correction equation was 118.6 - different by 1.5 % compared

with the study presented here - and measurement precision was

improved from an RSD of 13.1 % for the raw rate measurement to an

RSD of 1.9 % for the normalized rate.

The fact that the slope of the AR % correction equation

remained essentially constant with time is important for any practical

application of the correction scheme. If the slope changed with

time, then the basic correction relationship would have to be re-

calculated before any application of the correction scheme. This

requirement could preclude the use of the correction scheme in sit-

uations where recalculation would be difficult or impossible due

to time constraints or the possible remote location of an automatic

instrument.

Application of the pH correction scheme would not be expected

to improve measurement precision for repetitive measurements of a

single sample or standard. A solution with a certain pH would pro-

vide some constant reaction mixture pH value and this pH should be

established in a time that is very short relative to the 34 s that

elapse before a pH measurement is performed. (Refer to Figure 6).
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Indeed, this pH should be established in a time that is short

relative to the 8 s delay period that elapses before the rate

measurement commences. Thus, the reaction mixture pH would not

be expected to vary during the measurement time and would not be

expected to vary between repetitive measurements of a single solution.

Any difference in reported pH is due to the imperfect nature of the

pH probe and meter and should not reflect a true pH difference.

In Table XIII results are presented from repetitive measure-

ments of a single solution. The RSD in the raw rate measurement is

1.2 % and for the normalized rate measurement it is 1.3 %. If a

measure of the measurement imprecision attributable to variation in

pH is obtained by inserting the SD of the pH measurement into the

pH correction equation, one obtains a value of 2.4 %. If the

measured pH variation were real, then the imprecision in the rate

measurement would have to be at least 2.4 %. The fact that the

measurement precision is better than this indicates that the

slight variations in measured reaction mixture pH are not real but

are due to the precision of measuring the pH.

The repetitive solution measurements discussed above involved

the repeated loading of a standard solution into the fluorescence

cell. Between measurements the reaction mixture was removed and

the cell cleaned as described previously. In a separate experiment,

repeated reaction mixture pH measurements were performed on the same

reaction mixture; no solution removal or cell cleaning between

measurements was performed. In this manner, the best possible pH

measurement precision could be observed since the probe would not be

blackp
Text Box
p.98 missing. Author unavailable to supply.
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required to respond to rapidly changing pH values as the cell was

rinsed and cleaned and new test solution added. Suprisingly, the

SD in pH in this experiment (0.019 pH units) was not significantly

different than that observed for the experiment discussed previously.

It should be noted that considerable difficulty was encountered

in the use of the miniature pH probes used in this work. For two

replacements of the original electrode the problem was the same:

After about 10 hours of use, the nominal 15 s response time of the

probe increased to greater than 1.5 minutes while the pH meter out-

put voltage difference between measurements of pH 4 and 7 buffers

decreased. It became impossible to maintain a 3 pH unit difference

between the pH 4 and 7 buffers. The apparent problem with these

probes was the seal which joined the bulb of the probe to the glass

barrel. After some use the seal leaked and the bulb filled with

solution making it impossible for the probe to respond to solution pH

differences. A final replacement of the pH probe with one using a

new double sealing technique has apparently solved the problems

discussed above. Several experiments were performed with this new

probe and excellent stability and response were observed. However,

the long term stability of the probe is not known.

Combination of Temperature and pH Correction Procedures

The temperature and pH correction schemes presented above

were combined in order to provide simultaneous automatic computer

correction of measured analytical signals if the measured reaction
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Table XIII. Repetitive Measurements and pH Correction

Mean SD
(counts) (counts)

RSD

(%)

Measured ratea 384716 4670 1.2

Normalized ratea 384317 9984 2.6

pH 4.759 0.021 0.44

Expected imprecision in rate measurement based on SD in pH
measurements:

AR % = (116.8)(0.021) - 0.0129 = 2.4 %

a
Mean of 10 measurements
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mixture temperature and/or pH deviate from optimum values. The

correction equations developed earlier are shown below.

Temperature normalized rate = R
T

= (100)(Raw Rate)/(100 + OR %)

pH normalized rate = RpH = (100)(Raw rate)/(100 + AR %)

For the combination scheme, the two equations above were

combined by inserting the temperature corrected rate (RT) into

the pH correction scheme. Here, RT,pH signifies the corrected

rate that utilizes both correction schemes:

(100)(100)(Raw rate)
RT,pH (100 + (116.8 x ApH) - 0.0129)(100 + (8.84 x AT) + 0.0021)

This combination expression was integrated into the system software

to provide simultaneous correction of the measured analytical

signals when reaction mixture temperature and/or pH deviate from

ideal values.

In the development of the pH correction scheme discussed

earlier, extreme care was taken to ensure that all test solutions

were measured at the same temperature. In addition, the calibration

of the pH meter was performed at all times in such a manner that

the acquisition of the digital signal from the A/D by the computer

was performed 34 s after addition of the buffer solution to the

cell. (Refer to Figure 6 for timing of pH measurement in

analytical rate measurements). This ensures that the temperature

at which the pH meter was calibrated is the same as that at which

subsequent reaction mixture pH measurements are made.

When expected "real sample" reaction mixture temperature

variability is introduced to the system at the same time that
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reaction mixture pH is to be monitored, special problems are

encountered. The pH meter would be calibrated at 25 °C. However,

for samples measured at some temperature different than 25 °C, some

error will be incurred in the pH measurement since temperature affects

pH glass electrode response.

The Nernst equation shown below shows the relationship

between the potential, measured relative to the reference electrode,

and temperature.

RT RT
E = E - log a = E + pH
x o F 11+ o F x

Rearrangement of this expression yields:

pHx = (Ex - E0)(F/RT)

where pHx is the measured pH of solution x, T is the absolute

temperature at which the measurement is made, and Ex is the potential.

E
o

, R and F are constants. In the pH study discussed earlier, T

was essentially constant for the calibration of the pH meter and

for all solution measurements. However, when pH measurements are

to be performed at a temperature that is different than that at

which the pH meter was calibrated, the measured pH will be inaccurate.

Inspection of the expression for solution pH indicates that pH

measurements performed at a temperature lower than the calibration

temperature will be too high. Therefore, the computer software was

modified slightly to correct the measured reaction mixture pH

when the temperature at which a given pH measurement is performed

is different than the calibration temperature. This correction

for temperature is as follows.
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The buffers are measured at some temperature close to

25.00 °C which is called TB. For any reaction mixture temperature

equal to TB, no error will be incurred in pH measurement due to

temperature effects. For reaction mixture temperatures TM

different than TB, the measured pH values, called pHm, must be

corrected to a value pH
TT

according to the following expression:

plicorr
(pHm)(TM/TB)

All temperatures are absolute temperatures.

A study of the effectiveness of the combination pH and

temperature correction scheme was conducted and the results are

presented in Table XIV. In this study, two solutions of identical

aluminum concentration were measured. One solution, called the

standard solution, was maintained as close to the optimum measure-

ment temperature as possible by immersion in the water bath. This

solution was acidified to pH 2.26 in order to ensure that the result-

ing reaction mixture pH would be close to the optimum value of 4.75.

Thus, measured rate values for this standard should require very

small corrections since every precaution was taken to ensure

optimum measurement conditions. A second solution, called the

test solution, was maintained at a temperature significantly lower

than the optimum temperature. This solution was acidified to pH 1.78

in order to provide a reaction mixture pH lower than optimum. The

test solution, thus, mimics the situation where a real sample was

acidified upon collection to a pH lower than 2.0 and was stored

and measured at a temperature lower than the optimum measurement

temperature.
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Inspection of Table XIV indicates that the standard solution

was measured with reaction mixture temperature and pH values close

to the optimum. There is only a 1.7 % difference between the

standard solution measured and normalized rates. Two sets of

results are presented for the test solution. In the first set of

results, the straight measured reaction mixture pH was used in the

correction equation while, in the second set, the measured pH was

temperature corrected as discussed above before being used in the

correction equation.

From Table XIV, it is evident that the test solution measured

rate is lower than the standard solution measured rate by close to

40 %. Clearly, the lower reaction mixture temperature and pH

significantly depressed the rate and for a real sample, serious

error in reported concentration could ensue. However, when the test

solution measured rate undergoes temperature and pH correction using

the straight measured reaction mixture pH, the resulting normalized

rate is different than the standard solution corrected rate by only

4 %. Correction of the measured raw rate thus reduces the potential

measurement error significantly.

If the test solution measured reaction mixture pH is corrected

for temperature effects, the resulting corrected pH value is lower

than the measured value by 0.027 pH units:

(23.39 + 273.15)

PHcorr
(4.542)(

(25.00 + 273.15)
) = 4.515

The result of the application of this corrected pH in the correction

equation, as shown in Table XIV, shows a significant improvement over

the use of the uncorrected measured pH: the normalized test
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Table XIV. Results of Combination pH and
Temperature Correction Scheme

Measureda T pH gT ApH Normalized
Rate

(oc)
( C) Rate

(counts) (counts)

Standard
Solution 272565 25.03 4.735 +0.03 -0.015 277305

Test
Solution 172379 23.39 4.542 -1.61 -0.208 265408

Test
Solutions 172379 23.39 4.515 -1.61 -0.235 276949

a
All tabulated values for both the standard and test solutions
are averages of 10 measurements. A1+3 concentration 5 mg/L.

b Test solution results using the uncorrected reaction mixture pH
in the correction equation.

Test solution results using the temperature corrected reaction
mixture pH in the correction equation.
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solution rate is different than the standard solution corrected rate

by only 0.13 %. Thus, it is demonstrated that automatic computer

correction of measured analytical signals can greatly improve

measurement accuracy when measurement conditions vary from

optimum values.
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Standard Addition Results

An automated standard addition procedure was developed in order

to provide automatic computer controlled correction of measured

analytical signals when matrix quenching or strong matrix absorption

is suspected in a sample. The required instrumentation, software,

and experimental details were discussed previously. Both equilibrium-

based (EB) and kinetics-based (KB) standard addition procedures

were tested and the results are summarized in Tables XV and XVII.

Table XV presents the results of the application of the EB

standard addition procedure. In this study the addition of KI and

K
2
Cr

2
0
7
to solutions of known quinine sulfate (QS) concentration

caused strong matrix quenching and absorption, respectively.

Examination of the initial signals in Table XV, which were measured

before the addition of the concentrated QS standard (99.0 mg/L),

indicates that the observed signals were suppressed by about 40 %

in the presence of KI or K2Cr207. In measurements of a real

sample, serious measurement error could ensue if the standard

addition procedure was not employed to compensate for the effects

of these substances.

Upon injection of the concentrated QS standard into the test

solutions, the observed standard addition signals - as tabulated

in Table XV - are seen to be higher than the initial signals by more

than a factor of 2. Automatic software calculation of the original

sample QS concentration involves the use of these signals and the

known volumes of sample (3.0018 mL) and standard (0.0156 mL)



Table XV. Equilibrium-Based Standard Addition Results

Sample Initial Signal Standard Addition Reported SD RSD Error In
(counts) Signal Concentration (ng/ml) ( %) Reported

(counts) (ng/mL) Concentration

(%)

Standard
Solutions 29798 68321 395 2.2 0.54 0.25

Test
Solution

b
17805 40920 393 3.8 0.96 0.76

Test
Solutions 17206 39735 390 4.0 1.0 1.5

a
Standard solution was 396 ng/mL QS in 0.1 M H

2
SO

4
.

All tabulated values are averages of five measurements. R
f

= 10
6

0, 16 s measurement time.

b
396 ng/mL QS, 394 mg/L KI

396 ng/MI QS, 37 mg/L K2Cr207
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solutions in the standard addition equation shown in Table XVI.

This equation is discussed elsewhere (96). From Table XV it is seen

that the automatic standard addition procedure compensated reason-

ably well for the matrix effects with final measurement errors of

less than 2 %.

The results of the KB standard addition procedure are presented

in Table XVII. KI and K
2
Cr

2
0
7
were again used to modify the matrix

of standard solutions; in this case, Al
+3

standards were used and

the Al-Garnet reaction was employed.

For this kinetic procedure, the software calculation of

original sample Al
+3

concentration involved a modified form of the

standard addition equation used for the EB measurements. Calculation

of sample Al
+3

concentration using the Al-Garnet procedure is

complicated by the fact that a slight nonlinearity in the reaction

curve causes the calculated samrle concentration to be too low if

certain adjustments to the equation are not made. In an Al-Garnet

KB measurement, the rate of reaction from the first 8 s after the

delay is slightly greater than that for the period from 24 to 32 s

after the delay. In an Al-Garnet standard addition measurement,

the kinetic contribution from the original Al'3 in a sample to the

measured standard addition rate involves an Al+3 rate that is in

its third 8 s measurement period while the freshly injected Al
+3

is in its first 8 s period after a delay. The combination rate,

of course, is what will be measured as the standard addition rate,

but correct calculation of original sample Al
+3

concentration

requires that a modified standard addition equation be used which
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Table XVI. Equilibrium-Based Standard Addition Equation

cx

S c V
x s s

S
x+s

Vt-S V
x x

Symbol Description Comments

S
x

Initial analyte signal counts

S
X+S

Standard addition signal counts

c
x

Analyte concentration in ng/mL

sample

c
s

Concentration of added QS 99.0 ng/mL

V
x

standard solution

Volume of sample 3.0018 mL
(SD = 0.0028 mL)

V
s

Volume of standard added 0.0156 mL

in standard addition (SD = 0.0003 mL)

V
t

Total cell volume mL

Vt = Vs + Vx
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will compensate for the disproportionate kinetic contributions to

the measured rate from the A1+3 of the original sample and from

that added in the standard addition. The development of a modified

equation is discussed below.

Refer to Table XVIII for a description of the symbols and to

Table XIX for a listing of the equations used in the development of

a modified standard addition equation. Equations 1 - 3 describe

the measured rate of the original analyte (cx) in the first 8 s

measurement period, the original analyte rate in the second 8 s

measurement period, and the rate of the added standard in its

first measurement period, respectively. The measured standard

addition rate is comprised of two kinetic components shown in

equation 4. Equations 5 - 12 involve algebraic rearrangements and

appropriate substitutions required to generate a standard addition

equation which is in terms of the measured analytical rates.

Equation 13 shows the final form of the standard addition equation

used by software to calculate the original sample A1+3 concentration

from measured R
x
and R

x+s
. The factor F was established experimen-

tally by injecting 0.0156 mL of H2O into a reaction mixture in

place of an Al+3 standard. This factor was found to be constant

over time. The F value which is entered in the software is the

mean of 20 runs.

From Table XVII, it is seen that the presence of the KI or

K2Cr207 suppressed the initial rate by about 25 %. The automatic

addition of a concentrated A14-3 standard (40.4 mg/L) resulted in

a standard addition rate that is greater than the initial rate



Table XVII. Kinetics-Based Standard Addition Results

Sample Initial Rate Standard Addition Reported Aluminum SD in Reported RSD Error in Reported

(counts) Rate Concentration Concentration (%) Concentration
(counts) (ng/mL) (ng/mL) (%)

Standard
Solution

a
15804 39909 202 5.1 2.5 0.015

Test
Solution

b
12224 30216 203 8.1 4.0 0.50

Test
Solutions 11244 28071 201 9.5 4.7 0.50

a
Standard solution was 202 ng/mL Al

+3
, pH 2.0.

All tabulated values are averages of five measurements. Rf = 10
5

0.

8 s measurement, 8 s delay

b
Test solution concentration: 202 ng/mL Al

+3
, 40 mg/L K

2
Cr

2
0
7

Test solution concentration: 202 ng/mL Al
+3

, 59 mg/L KI
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by more than a factor of 2. From the reported sample concentration

and associated measurement errors reported in Table XVII, it is

evident that the automated standard addition procedure was able to

compensate for the matrix components which interfered with the

analysis.

In the process of developing and testing the KB and EB

standard addition procedures, several factors relating to the

practical application of the procedures became apparent and should

be mentioned here. For both the KB and QS EB studies, it was

found that nonlinearity in the calibration curves limited the

range of applicability of the standard addition correction

schemes. The final analyte concentration in the cell after the

standard addition must fall on the linear portion of the calibration

curve since even 0.5 % nonlinearity between the initial and final

test solution analyte concentrations results in significant errors

in reported sample concentrations. The standard addition procedures

tested in this work are applicable to final test solution analyte

concentrations up to 800 mg/L for both the QS and Al-Garnet systems.

In optimizing the standard addition procedures, it was felt

that the volume of added standard solution (V
s
) should be as small

as possible in order to ensure that the sample matrix is not changed

appreciably and to keep the dilution correction factor small.

Special problems are encountered when volumes on the order of 0.01

mL are to be automatically injected. Tubing of small inside

diameter (ID) must be connected to the larger tubing of the auto-

matic syringe. If the larger tubing is used in unmodified form,



Symbol

V

V

r

x

V.
1

Vs
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Table XVIII. Modified Standard Addition Equation
Symbol Descriptions

Description Comments

Volume of Garnet-Buffer reagent 0.9888 mL

solution (SD = 0.0004 mL)

Volume of sample or standard 2.0012 mL

solution (SD = 0.0023 mL)

Initial reaction mixture volume
before standard addition
V. = V

x
+ V

1 r

Volume of standard Al
+3

solution
added in standard addition

V
f

V
f
= V

x
+ V + Vs

Final reaction mixture volume
after standard addition

F

Rx

Rx

Rs

2.9900 mL

0.0156 mL
(SD = 0.0003 mL)

3.0056 mL

Factor to adjust measured initial 0.9290

rates for non-linearity in reaction (SD = 0.0076)

curve and for dilution upon standard
addition

(Rate 2nd Measurement Period)
= (V /V.)

(Rate 1st Measurement Period) f 1

Rate due to analyte in sample or
standard in first 8 s measurement
period

Rate due to analyte in sample or
standard in second 8 s measurement
period

Rate due to analyte in added standard
in the second 8 s measurement period
(First 8 s measurement period after
standard addition)

counts

counts

counts

c
x

Original analyte concentration 202 ng/mL Al+3



c
s

R'
x

Table XVIII. Modified Standard Addition Equation
Symbol Descriptions - continued

Concentration of standard Al
+3

solution used for the standard
addition

Rate due to analyte in sample
or standard in second 8 s
measurement period without
dilution factor

k Constant

k* Constant

116

40.4 mg/L Al+3

counts
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Table XIX. Modified Standard Addition
Equation Development

1. R
x

= kc
x
V
x
/V.

1

2. Rx* = k*cxVx/Vf

3. R
s

= kc
s
V
s
/V

f

4 . R
x+s

= R
x
* + Rs = k*c

x
V
x
/V

f
+ kc

s
V
s
/V

f

5. Rx*/Rx = (k*/k)(Vi/Vf)

6. R' = k*cxVx/Vi = Rx*Vf/Vi

7. F = 11:(/Rx = k*/k

8. k* = Fk

9. Rx*/Rx = (Rx'/Rx) (Vi/Vf)

10. F = (Rx*/Rx)(Vf/Vi)

11. k = RxVi/(cxVx)

12. Rx+s = FRx(Vi/Vf) + RxVicsVs/(cxVxVf)

Rx cs(Vi Vs/Vx Vf)
13. c

x -(Rx+s - FPx(Vi/Vf))
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then the standard will not be reproducibly injected since drops form

on the end of the tubing instead of being injected into the cell.

With small ID tubing (0.5 mm) it was observed that no drops adhered

to the injector tubing and the SD in delivered volume of Table XVIII

indicates good injector reproducibility.

While the reproducibility of the injected volume of standard

solution is indeed good, this relatively small imprecision in

delivered volume can have a significant effect on the precision of

the final reported sample analyte concentration. Slight differences

in injected volume of the concentrated standard can result in

significant differences in reaction mixture Al
+3

concentration. If

the data for the standard Al
+3

solution from Table XVII is used to

calculate an original Al
+3

concentration using V
s

from Table XVIII

+1 SD, original Al 4-3 concentrations of 198 and 206 ng/mL result.

In this example a 4 % difference in reported Al
+3

concentration

results from allowing the injected volume Vs to vary over the

range 0.0156 ± 0.0003 mL or ± 2 %.
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CONCLUSIONS

A new fluorometric reaction rate determination of aluminum

has been described. Improvements in existing instrumentation permit

automatic monitoring of reaction conditions and facilitate the

application of automatic standard addition analyses. Expansion

of the KIM microcomputer and the development of improved software

permit flexible and comprehensive control of analyses. Software

correction of measured analytical signals was shown to improve

measurement accuracy and precision.

The analytical kinetic method based on the Al-Garnet chelation

reaction is characterized by a low detection limit of 0.12 ng/mL,

a linear working range over four orders of magnitude and few

interferences and is, thus, well suited for trace aluminum determin-

ations in natural waters. Practical applications of the method are

facilitated by the low detection limit since time consuming sample

preconcentrations are not necessary. The favorable detection limit

permits sample dilution to minimize potential interferences while

a wide range of sample aluminum concentrations may be readily

measured due to the large dynamic working range. Measurement

precision for the Al-Garnet procedure is typically about 1 %.

Al-Garnet determinations of aluminum require fairly special-

ized instrumentation. Workers with particular interest in trace

aluminum determinations could effectively utilize the Al-Garnet

procedure since this procedure is more rapid and generally easier

to apply than other commonly used trace aluminum methods. The
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technique would not be expected to replace such widely applied

procedures as flame (nitrous oxide/acetylene) or graphite furnace

atomic absorption for infrequent aluminum determinations or for

analyses where sample aluminum levels are greater than about 50

ng/mL.

Improvements in existing instrumentation have been shown to

improve the convenience and utility of kinetics-based measurements

while permitting more information to be extracted from each

analytical measurement. Software was developed with the intention

of providing a highly automated system in which all sample indexing,

measurement and data reduction is performed automatically, thus

permitting fairly complicated kinetics-based analyses to be

performed by unskilled personnel. Thus, a fluorometric kinetic

determination can be made with the same speed and operator skill

involved in a simple colorimetric or flame atomic absorption

procedure.

Automatic monitoring and reporting of reaction mixture tem-

perature and pH as well as the reference phototube voltage is

described. Automatic reporting of measurement conditions provides

the analyst with information about the actual reaction conditions

without the need of separate manual measurements which would be

difficult or time consuming to perform. In routine analyses, the

reporting of reaction conditions can serve to alert the analyst to

problems in sample measurements while providing a check on the

quality of control of measurement conditions. The improved

convenience of optimization of equilibrium-based or kinetics-based
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analytical procedures is evident since only approximate solution

pH and temperature adjustements need to be performed prior to a

measurement with the actual values accurately reported at the end

of a measurement.

Software correction of measured analytical signals is provided

if monitored parameters deviate from optimum conditions. It has

been shown that correction of measured signals improves measurement

precision and accuracy. Temperature correction improves measurement

precision by a factor of four when reaction mixture temperature

varies over 1.05 °C while pH correction improves measurement

precision by more than an order of magnitude when reaction mixture

pH varies over 0.28 pH units. A combination temperature and pH

correction scheme significantly improves measurement accuracy when

reaction mixture temperature and pH vary from optimum conditions

with a 40 % measurement error incurred as a result of low reaction

mixture temperature and pH reduced to 0.13 %.

The convenience and utility of automatic software correction

of measured signals is important in the practical application of an

analytical procedure. The improved precision and accuracy of

sample measurements performed under non-ideal conditions enhances

the quality of analytical data and permits greater confidence in an

analytical result. More rapid sample analyses result since special

sample treatment or repeat analyses are not often necessary. The

concept of automatic signal correction is important for totally

automated or remotely located instrumentation where operator adjust-

ment or correction of measurement conditions is not possible.
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In the study described here, signal correction was provided

for those parameters thought to have a significant effect on

measurement precision and accuracy. Other parameters could be

monitored and reported - and software correction schemes devised -

to extend the range of applicability of a technique and to deal

with potential interferences. In the Al-Garnet procedure, F

interferes above 1 mg/L. Automatic monitoring of the reaction

mixture F levels with a solid state fluoride ion sensitive

electrode (97), with appropriate software correction of the measured

signal, could extend the range of applicability of the Al-Garnet

procedure to situations where Al
+3

must be measured in the presence

of relatively high F concentrations. Also, absorbance monitoring

and appropriate correction of the measured fluorescence signals

could reduce measurement error due to pre and post-filter effects

in Al-Garnet measurements of highly absorbing samples.

An automated standard addition procedure has been described

which permits automatic standard addition measurements of samples

where quenching or strong matrix absorption interferes with normal

measurements. In both equilibrium-based and kinetics-based proced-

ures, all sample indexing and data manipulation is performed by

software. The tedium of standard addition measurements is removed

since the standard addition is performed automatically and the

sample analyte concentration is calculated by software. Thus, the

standard addition procedure requires no more sample preparation or

operator interaction than a conventional measurement. However,

the procedure is limited to sample measurements in which the final
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reaction mixture analyte concentration falls on a linear portion

of the calibration curve. Furthermore, since a. fixed volume injector

is used for the standard addition, only a narrow range of sample

analyte concentrations can be measured without readjusting the

injector or changing the concentration of the standard solution;

some initial estimate of sample analyte concentration is thus

required.

Relatively minor improvements in hardware and software could

greatly enhance the utility of automatic standard addition

measurements. Samples of widely varying analyte concentration about

which no estimate of analyte concentration is known, could be

rapidly analyzed through the use of a variable-volume automatic

standard injector. Different volumes of a standard solution

would be automatically added to a test solution based on a software

estimate of sample analyte concentration. This software estimate

would be derived from a comparison of the initial signal with

signals, stored in memory, from known analyte concentrations in a

similar matrix.

The expanded KIM microcomputer system in conjunction with

the modified fluorometric reaction rate instrument, permits rapid

kinetics-based sample analysis with more comprehensive control of

experimental variables. The great data storage capability and soft-

ware flexibility of the microcomputer system provide a means by

which a wealth of analytical data can be rapidly and reliably

measured and processed to provide more accurate and precise analytical

results.
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Appendix I. BASIC General Analysis Listing and Flowchart.
Machine Language Data Collection Subroutine.

LIST

5 DIM X(15).Y(15).R(15)
10 DIM PH(15),T(15).PT(15)
11 DIM RC(15).RP(15).RT(15)
15 T(Z)=0:Y(Z)=0
16 X(Z)=0:U=0
20 S=0:Z=0
25 RD=0:E=0
30 PRINT"FOR YES/NO QUESTIONS:INPUT 1 FOR YES.OR 0 FOR NO"
51 PRINT"SET METER TO 1.0 (30.00DEG).READY TO CONTINUE?"
52 INPUT DV

53 POKE11,16:POKE12,4:X=USR(Y)
54 IF U=1 GOTO 57
55 LET U=1

56 GOTO 53
WEMP=PEEK(1024):L3TEMP=PEEK(1025)

58 D3TMP=16*16013TEMP + L3TEMP

59 PRINT"DIGITAL REPRESENTATION OF 30.00 DEG ="D3TMP
60 PRINT"SET METER TO RED LINE(37.50 DEG).READY TO CONTINUE?
65 INPUT DV
70 POKE11.16:PORE12.4:X=USR(Y)
75 H7TEMP=PEEK(1024):L7TEMP=PEEK(1025)

80 D7TMP=16*1607TEMP+L7TEMP
81 PRINT"DIGITAL REPRESENTATION OF 37.50 DEG ="D7TMP
85 DTMP=D7TMP-D3TMP
90 LET MT= (7.50 /DTMF)
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95 LET BT=37.30-(MT*D7IMP)
100 PRINT"TEMPERATURE SCALE SET.MT="MT."BT="BT
101 IF E=3 GOTO 450
103 PR/NT"ESTABLISH PH METER LALIBRATION"
110 PRINT"IMMERSE PH PROBE IN BUFFER SOLUTION.THEN INPUT PH"
115 PRINT"VALUE OF BUFFER OR 9 IF NO MORE BUFFERS ARE TO BE USED."
120 INPUT BV
125 IF BV=4 GOTO 161
130 IF BV=0 GOTO 185
131 IF BV<>7 THEN 110
135 LET P7H=BV
140 POKE11.138:POKE12.4:X=USR(Y)
145 H7BDPIWEEK(1124): L7BDPH=PEEK(1025)
150 D7PH=16416*H78DPW*L7BDPH
151 PRINT"DIGITAL REPRESENTATION OF PH7="07PH
153 GOTO 110

160 LET P4H=BV
165 POKE11.139:POKE12.4:X=USR(Y)
170 H4BDPH=PEEK(1024): L4BDPH=PEEK(1023)
175 D4PH=16416*H4BDPH+14BDPN
.78 PRINT "DIGITAL REPRESENTATION OF PH4="D4PH

180 GOTO 110
185 LET MPH=(P7H-P4H)/(D7PH-D4PH)
190 LET B=P7H-(MPH*D7PH)
195 PRINT"PH METER CALIBRATION COMPLETE.A="MPH."B="B
196 IF E=2 THEN 430
197 IF E=1 THEN 450
200 PRINT"DO YOU WANT TO CHANGE CONDITIONS?"
203 INPUT " ":/N
210 IF IN=0 GOTO 450
215 PRINT "INPUT MEASUREMENT TINE IN SECONDS."

220 INPUT "MEASNO=m;MEASNO
223 PRINT "INPUT 0.23 SEC TIME INTERVAL PER MEMORY DATA POINT"
230 INPUT "TIME=";TIME

235 MEASNO=MEASNO*(1/(TIME*0.25))
245 PRINT"INPUT DELAY(IN 3EC)"

250 INPUT"DELAY TIME=";DELAY
235 DELAY=DELAY*4
260 RECAL=4:OFFSET=9
265 PRINT"DVM MODE-INPUT4.RATE MODE-INPUT1"
271 PRINT"INPUT MODE OF CALCULATION"
275 INPUT"MODE OF CALCULATION";MODE
280 PRINT"INPUT NUMBER OF PAGES FOR DATA STORAGE"

285 INPUT*PAGES=";PAGE
290 PAGE=PAGE+3
295 6T=126/(MEASNO)
300 OT*IMT(GT)
305 FALL=OMMEASNO*2
310 PRINT "VALUES PER PAGE OF DATA407

311 PRINT*01(

312 INPUT" " :KO
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313 IF K0 =1 THEN 316

314 IF K000 THEN 310
315 IF K0 =0 THEN 200

316 POKE 992,MEASNO: POKE 993,TIME: POKE 994,ZELAY
320 POKE 995,OFFSET: POKE 996,MODE
325 POKE 997,PAGE:POKE 849,FALL
330 PRINT"RUN STANDARD BLANK"
335 LET F=1

340 GOTO 410

345 PRINT"RUN STANDARDS"
350 GOTO 400

355 PRINT"DO YOU UANT TO RUN A SAMPLE BLANK?"
360 INPUT" ":BL
365 GOTO 410

400 PRINT"INPUT NUMBER OF SAMPLES OR STANDARDS"
405 INPUT N

410 PRINT"INPUT NUMBER OF RUNS PER SAMPLE OR STANDARD FROM 1 TO 6"
415 INPUT H
416 IF S=1 GOTO 419
417 IF F=1 GOTO 419

418 FOR 1=1 TO N

419 PRINT"INPUT IDENTIFYING INFO:STD CONC OR SAMPLE ID"
420 INPUT AS
421 IF F-1 GOTO 428

422 IF S=1 GOTO 428

425 PRINT"FOR LIN REG INPUT INDEP VARIABLE(FOR S PPB STD INPUT 5)
426 INPUT" ":V

423 PRINT"INPUT AMP RF VALUE IN OHMS"
429 INPUT" ":RF

430 PRINT"INPUT AMP CF VALUE IN MICROFARRADS"
431 INPUT" ":CF

435 PRINT "TO SET PH,TMP-INPUT2;PH /NPUT1:IMP INPUT3;0 -CR ENTERS LOOP"
436 INPUT" ":E
437 IF E=1 GOTO 105
433 IF E=2 GOTO 51
439 IF E=3 THEN 51
440 IF MO GOTO 435
450 FOR J=1 TO H
451 IF J<>1 GOTO 460

455 PRINT"READY TO RUN' 1-CR STARTS MEASUREMENT"
460 INPUT" ":A
465 IF A<>1 GOTO 455

470 POKE11,6:POKE12,3:X=USR(Y)
471 POKE11,16:POKE12,4:X=USR(Y)
472 HTMPB=PEEK(1024):LTMPB=PEEK(1025)
473 DOTMP=164,16*HTMPB+LTMPB

474 IMP1=(MT*DGTMP)+BT

475 POKE11,67:POKE12,3:X=USR(Y)

476 OVERFLOU=PEEK(231):RATSYN=PEEK(230):DATFUL=PEEK(229)
480 IF OVERFLOU=170 THEN 515
485 IF RATSYN=99 THEN 545
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490 IF RATSYN=11 THEN 525
495 IF RATSYN=0 THEN 535
500 IF DATFUL=187 THEN 505
505 PRINT"DATA STORAGE IS FULL"
510 GOTO

515 PRINT"THERE IS AN OVERFLOW"
520 SOTO 428

525 BS="POS.RATEN
530 GOTO 550

535 8$="DVM MODE"
540 GOTO 550

545 BS="NEG.RATE"

550 K=PEEK(1005):L=PEEK(1006):M=PEEK(1007)
555 M=M*65536.0:L=L*256.0
560 R(J)=K+L+M

565 IF RATSYN<>99 GOTO 568
566 R(J)=16777215-R(J)
567 LET R(J)=R(J)*(-1)

568 POKE11,16:POKE12,4:X=USR(Y)

569 HTMPB=PEEK(1024):LTMPB=PEEK(1025)
570 DGIMP=1016*HTMPB+LTMPB
571 T(J)=(MT*DGTMP)+BT
573 T(J)=T(J)+TMP1
574 T(J)=T(J)/2
591 POKE 11,77:POKE 12.4:X=USR(Y)

592 HVPT=PEEK(1024):LVPT=PEEK(1025)
593 DVPT=16*16*HVPT+LVPT
594 PT(J)=(0.0025*DVPT)-0.0008
595 POKE 11,138: POKE 12,4: X=USR(Y)
596 H;LPH=PEEK(1024):LBDPH=PEEK(1025)
597 DPH=16*16*HPDPH+LBDPH
598 PH(J)=(MPH*DPH)+8

599 IF T(J):25.00 GOTO 605

600 IF T(J)=25.00 GOTO 609
601 LET DLTAT=T(J)-25.00
602 DRPRCT=(8.84*DLTAT)+0.0021
603 LET RT(J)=(100+R(J))/(100+DRPRCT)

604 GOTO 620
605 LET DLTAT=25.00-T(J)

606 DRPRCT=(8.84*DLTAT)+0.0021
607 LET RT(J)=(100*R(J))/(100-DRPRCT)

608 GOTO 620
609 LET RT(J)=R(J)

620 IF PH(J)=4.75 THEN 631

621 IF PH(J)<4.75 THEN 626
622 LET DPH=PH(J)-4.75

623 PCTDRP=(118.61230PH)+0.1942
624 LET RP(J)=(100*R(J))/(100+PCTDR7)
L25 GOTO 660

626 LET DPH=4.75-PH(J)
627 DPH=DPH*(-1)
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628 PCTDRP=(118.6123*DPH)+0.1942
629 RP(J)=(100*R(J))/(100-PCTDRP)
630 GOTO 660
631 RP(J)=R(J)

632 GOTO 660

660 IF J<>1 THEN 664

661 C$="R(1)=":D3= "PH(1)="03$="T(1)="

662 F$="PT(1)=":HWRT(1)=":IWRP(1)=":J$="RC(1)="
663 GOTO 682
664 IF J<>2 THEN 668

665 C$="R(2)=":D$="PH(2)=":0$="T(2)="
666 Fl="PT(2)=":H$="RT(2)=":IWRP(2)=":J$="RC(2)="
667 GOTO 682

668 IF J<>3 THEN 672

669 C$="R(3)=":D$="PH(3)=":0$="T(3)="

670 F$="PT(3)=":H$="RT(3)=":I3= "RP(3)=":J3- "RC(3)="
671 GOTO 682

672 IF J<>4 THEN 676

673 C$="R(4)=":D$="PH(4)=":Gt="T(4)="
674 F$="PT(4)=":H$="RT(4)=":1$="RP(4)=":J$="RC(4)="
675 GOTO 682

676 IF J<>5 THEN 680
677 C$="R(5)=":D$="PH(5)="1.0$="T(5)="

678 Fi="PT(5)=":H3=" RT(5)=":I3= "RP(5)=9:A="RC(5)="
679 GOTO 682

680 C$="R(6)=":D$="PH(6)=":6$="T(6)="
681 HWRT(6)=":IWRP(6)=":J$="RC(6)=":F$="PT(6)="
682 IF J<>1 THEN 689

683 PRINT A$,B$,C$ R(J) D$ PH(J)
684 PRINT G$ T(J) F$ PT(J)

685 PRINT,"TEMP CORRECTED RATE" H$ RT(J)

686 PRINT,"PH CORRECTED RATE" II RP(J)
688 GOTO 710

689 IF RATSYN=11 THEN 696

690 PRINT.B$,C$ R(J) D$ PH(J)
691 PRINT..6$ T(J) F$ PT(J)
692 PRINT."TENP CORRECTED RATE" HI RT(J)

693 PRINT,"PH CORRECTED RATE" 1$ RP(J)

695 GOTO 710
696 PRINT.,CS R(J) D$ PH(J)
697 PRINT,G$ T(J) F$ PT(J)

698 PRINT. "TEMP CORRECTED RATE" HI RT(J)
699 PRINT,"PH CORRECTED RATE" IS RP(J)
710 PRINT"W"
711 INPUT" "OK
712 IF 0K=1 THEN 715
713 IF 0K<>0 THEN 710
714 GOTO 460

715 NEXT J
720 IF F=1 THEN 731

725 IF S=0 GOTO 980
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730 IF S=1 GOTO 808
731 BPHSTD=0:BRSTD=0:TPBSTD=0:CBRSTD=0
732 CPHSTD=0
735 FOR J=1 TO H
736 CBRSTD=RT(J)+CBRSTD
740 BPHSTD =PH(J) +BPHSTD

745 BRSTD=R(J)+BRSTD
746 TPBSTD=T(J)+TPBSTD
747 CPHSTD=RP(J)+CPHSTD
758 NEXT J

752 LET OURFBR =RF

753 CBRSTD=CBRSTD/H
754 CPHSTD=CPHSTD/H
755 DPHSTD=BPHSTD/H
760 BRSTD=BRSTD/H
761 TPBSTD= TPBSTD /H

762 SS=0
763 FOR J=1 TO H
764 SS=((R(J)-BRSTD)*(R(J)-BRSTD))+SS
765 NEXT J

766 BSD=SOR(SS/(H-1))
767 SS=0

768 FOR J=1 TO H
769 SS=URT(J)-CBRSTD)*(RT(J)-CBRSTD))+SS
770 NEXT J

771 BCSD=SOR(SS/(H-1))
772 SS=0
773 FOR J=1 TO H
774 SS=((RP(J)-CPHSTD)*(RP(J)-CPHSTD))+SS
775 NEXT J
776 PPSD= SQR(SS /(H -1))

785 PRINTHAVERAGE RATE",A$ BRSTD,"RF="OURFBK,"CF="CF
790 PRINT,"STANDARD BLANK STD DEV"BSD
792 PRINT"AVG TEMP CORRECTED RATE" CBRSTD

793 PRINL"TEMP CORRECTED STD DEV "BCSD
794 PRINT,"AVG. PH CORRECTED RATE" CPHSTD
795 PRINT,"PH CORRECTED STD DEV" PPSD

796 PRINT,"AVERAGE TEMPERATURE"TPBSTD
797 PRINT,"AVERAGE PH" BPHSTD
800 F=0

805 GOTO 345
808 IF RB=1 THEN 865
867 IF BL=0 THEN 865
810 LET RF=SRFBNK: LET CF=SCFBNIG

813 CCBPHR =0

814 SBRATE=0:SPHBNR=0:STPBNX=0:CSBKRT=0
815 FOR J=1 TO H

820 SBRATE=R(J)+SBRATE

821 CSBKRT =RT(J) +CSBKRT

825 SPHBNK=SPHBNR+PH(J)
826 STPBNK=STPLINR+T(J)
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827 CCBPHR=CCBPHR+RP(J)
830 NEXT J

835 SBRATE=SBRATE/H
836 STPBNK=STPBMK/H
837 CSBKRT=CSBKRT/H
838 CCBPHR/H
840 SPHANK=SPHBNK/H
841 SUMDIF=0
842 FOR J=1 TO H
843 SUMDIF=((R(J)-SBRATE)*(R(J)-SBRATE))+SUMDIF
844 NEXT J

845 SD=SGR(SUMDIF/(H-1))

846 SUMDIF=0
847 FOR J=1 TO H

848 SUMDIF=((RT(J)-CSBKRT)*(RT(J)-CSBKRT))+SUMDIF
849 NEXT J

850 SCD=SOR(SUMDIF/(H-1))
851 PRINT."AVERAGE RATE"AS SBRATE,"RF="SRFBNK."CF="SCFBNK

852 PRINT,"STANDARD DEVIATTION" SD

853 PRINT."TEMP CORRECTED RATE" CSBKRT

854 PRINT."TEMP CORRECTED STD DEV" SCI
855 SUMDIF=0
856 FOR J=1 TO H

857 SUMDIF=URP(J)-CCBPHR)*(RP(J)-CCBPHR))+SUMDIF
858 NEXT J
859 PSSD=SGR(SUMDIF/(H-1))

860 PRINT,"AVG PH CORRECTED RATE" CCBPHR

861 PRINT,"PH CORRECT STD DEV"PSSD
862 PRINT."AVG TEMP" STPBNK,"AVG PH" SPHBNK
863 LET RB=1

864 GOTO 410

865 STMP=0:SRATE=0:SPH=0:TCRATE=0
866 KRCTPH=0

867 FOR J=1 TO H
868 TCRATE=RT(J)+TCRATE

869 KRCTPH=0
870 SRATE=SRATE+R(J)
871 SPH=PH(J)+SPH
872 STMP=T(J)+STMP
873 NEXT J
874 STMP=STMP/H
875 SRATE=SRATE/H
876 TCRATE=TCRATTE/H
877 SPH=SPH/H

878 KRCTPH=KRCTPH/H
879 SMPLSS=0
880 FOR J=1 TO H

881 SMPLSS=((R(J)-SRATE)*(R(J)-SRATE))+SMPLSS
882 NEXT J

883 SD=SOR(SMPLSSPH-1))
884 RSD=(SD/SRATE)*100
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886 PRINT"AVERAGE RATE"A$ SRATE,"RF="RF,"CF="CF
888 PRINT,"STANDARD DEVIATION"SD
890 PRINT,"RELATIVE STD DEV" RSD
891 PRINT,"AVERAGE TEMRERATURE"STMP
892 PRINT,"AVERAGE PN"SPH
893 IF BLANK=0 THEN 908
894 IF RF=SRFBNK THEN 897
895 LET DRF=SRFANK-RF
896 LET SRATE=SRATEORF

897 PRINT"AVERAGE RATE"SRATE,"NORMALIZED TO"SRFBNK
898 LET SRATE=SRATE-SBRATE

899 PRINT"TOTAL RATE-BLANK RATE="SRATE,"RF="SRFBNR
900 IF SRFBNK=OURFBK THEN 930

901 IF SRFBNK <OURFBK THEN 905
902 LET DRF = SRFBNK- OURFBK

903 LET SRATE=SRATE/DRF
904 GOTO 930
905 LET DRF = OURFBK- SRFBNK

906 LET SRATE=SRATE*DRF
907 GOTO 930

908 IF RF=OURFBK THEN 930
909 IF RF <OURFBK THEN 913
910 LET DRF=RF-OURFBK
911 LET SRATE=SRATE/DRF
912 GOTO 930
913 LET DRF=OURFBK-RF
914 LET SRATE=SRATE*DRF
915 SOTO 930

930 LET CONC=(SRATE*T6)/SLOPE
932 IF H<3 GOTO 958
934 IF H 03 THEN 940
936 LET ER=(2.920*SD)/SOR(H)
938 SOTO 962

940 IF H < >4 SOTO 946

942 LET ER= (2.353 *SD) /SQR(H)

944 GOTO 962
946 IF H <>5 SOTO 954

948 LET ER=(2.132*SD) /SDR(N)
950 GOTO 962
954 LET ER=12.015*SDUSDR(N)
956 GOTO 962

958 PRINT "CONCENTRATION OF AL+3"CONC,"PPB"
960 GOTO 1290

962 PRINTHCONCENTRATION OF AL+3"CONC"+-"ER"PPB"
963 SOTO 1290

980 Z=Z+1

990 IF Z=N+1 GOTO 1211

991 X(Z)=0:Y(Z)=0:TX(Z)=0
992 RX(Z)=0:RY(Z)=0:RZ(Z)=0

1000 FOR J=1 TO H
1010 X(Z)=PN(J)+X(Z)
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1011 RX(Z)=RT(J)+RX(Z)
1020 Y(Z)=R(J)+Y(Z)
1021 TX(Z)=T(J)+TX(Z)
1025 RY(Z)= RP(J) +RY(2)

1030 NEXT J

1040 X(Z)=X(Z)/H
1041 RX(Z)=RX(Z)/H
1045 RY(Z)=RY(Z)/H
1050 Y(Z)=Y(Z)/H
1051 TX(Z)=TX(Z)/H
1052 LET C=0
1053 FOR J=1 TO H
1054 C=((RT(J)-RX(Z))*(RT(J)-RX(Z)))+C
1055 NEXT J
1056 CSD= SQR(C /(H -1))

1057 CRSD=(CSD/RX(Z))*100

1059 LET C=0
1060 FOR J=1 TO H

1061 CWR(J)-Y(Z))*(R(J)-Y(Z)))+C
1062 NEXT J

1063 SD= SQR(C /(H -1))

1064 RSD=(SD/Y(Z))*100
1091 LET C=0
1092 FOR J=1 TO H
1093 CWRP(J)-RY(Z))*(RP(J)-RY(Z)))+C
1094 NEXT J
1095 DD=SOR(C/(H-1))
1096 EE=SOR(DD/(H-1))
1110 PRINT"AVERAGE RATE"AS Y(Z)."RF="RF,"CF="CF
1120 PRINT,"STANDARD DEVIATION"SD
1130 PRINT."RELATIVE STD DEV "RSD

1131 PRINT,"TEMP CORRECTED RATE"RX(Z)
1132 PRINT."TEMP CORRECT RATE STD DEV" CSD

1133 PRINT,"TEMP CORRECT RATE RSD"CRSD
1134 PRINT, "AVG PH CORRECTED RATE" RY(Z)

1135 PRINT."PH CORRECTED STD DEV" DD

1136 PRINT. "PH CORRECTED RSD" EE

1140 PRINT."AVERAGE PH"X(Z)
1141 PRINT,"AVERAGE TEMPERATURE" TX(Z)

1150 IF RF=OURFBK THEN 1180

1160 LET DRF=OURFBK-RF
1170 LET Y(Z)=Y(Z)*DRF
1180 PRINT "AVERAGE RATE="Y(Z)."NORMALIZED TO RF"OURFBK

1190 LET Y(Z)=Y(Z)-BRSTD
1200 PRINT"TOTAL RATE-BKO RATE=" Y(Z),"RF=" OURFBK

1205 LET X(Z)=V

1210 NEXT I

1211 PROD=0:T1=0:T2=0
1212 73=0:T4=0:T5=0

1213 T6=0:SLOPE=0
1214 FOR Z=1 TO N
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1215 PROD=X(Z)*Y(Z)

1216 T1=PROD+T1

1217 T2=X(Z)+T2

1218 T3=Y(Z)+T3

1219 T4=(X(Z)*X(Z))+74
1220 NEXT Z

1221 T5=(T2*T2)/N

1222 SLOPE=(71-((T2-T3)/N))/(T4-T5)
1223 T6=(T3/N)-(SLOPE*(T2/N))
1225 PRINT"RATE=(SLOPE*CONC)+INTERCEPT. SLOPE="SLOPE."INTERCEPT="T6
1290 PRINT"ANY SAMPLES TO RUN?"
1300 INPUT" ":S

1310 IF S =1 THEN 355

1320 IF S<>0 THEN 1290
1330 STOP

OK
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Appendix II. BASIC KB Standard Addition Program Listing and
Flowchart. Machine Language Injector Subroutine
Listing.
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100 PRINT"STANDARD ADDITION BASIC PROGRAM."
105 PRINT"INPUT CONC OF AL STANDARD (IN PPB) TO BE INJECTED"
110 INPUT "CS=";CS

115 PRINT"INPUT VOLUME IN ML OF AL STANDARD TO BE INJECTED"
120 INPUT "VS=";VS

208 PRINT"DO YOU UANT TO CHANGE CONDITIONS?"
205 INPUT " ";IN

210 IF IN=f GOTO 450

215 PRINT"INPUT MEASUREMENT TIME IN SECONDS."
220 INPUT "MEASNO=";MEASNO

225 PRINT"INPUT 0.25 SEC TIME INTERVAL PER MEMORY DATA POINT"
230 INPUT "TIME=";TIME

235 MEASNO=MEASNO*(1/(TIME*0.25))

245 PRINT"INPUT DELAY(IN SEC)"
250 INPUT"DELAY TIME=";DELAY
255 DELAY=DELAY*4

260 RECAL=0:0FFSET=0
265 PRINT"DVM MODE-INPUT4.RATE MODE-INPUT1"
270 PRINT"INPUT MODE OF CALCULATION"
275 INPUT"MODE OF CALCULATION";MODE

280 PRINT"INPUT NUMBER OF PAGES FOR DATA STORAGE"
285 INPUT"PAGES=";PAGE
290 PAGE=PAGE+5

295 GT=126/(MEASNO)
300 QT=INT(GT)

305 FALL=OT*MEASNO*2
310 PRINT"VALUES PER PAGE OF DATA"QT
311 PRINT"OK ?"
312 INPUT" ";KO
313 IF K0=1 THEN 316

314 IF K000 THEN 310
315 IF KO=0 THEN 200

316 POKE 992,MEASNO: POKE 993,TIME: POKE 994,DELAY
320 POKE 995,OFFSET: POKE 996,MODE
325 POKE 997,PAGE:POKE 849,FALL
400 PRINT"INPUT NUMBER OF SAMPLES OR STANDARDS"
405 INPUT N

410 PRINT"INPUT NUMBER OF RUNS PER SAMPLE OR STANDARD FROM 1 TO 6"
415 INPUT H
418 FOR I=1 TO N

419 PRINT"INPUT IDENTIFYING INFO:STD CONC OR SAMPLE ID"
420 INPUT A$

428 PRINT"INPUT AMP RF VALUE IN OHMS"
429 INPUT" ":RF

430 PRINT"INPUT AMP CF VALUE IN MICROFARRADS"
431 INPUT" " ;CF

450 FOR J=1 TO H
451 IF J<>1 GOTO 460

455 PRINT "READY TO RUN? 1-CR STARTS MEASUREMENT"
460 INPUT" ":A

465 IF A<>1 GOTO 455
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470 POKE11,9:POKE12.3:X=USR(Y)
476 OVERFLOW=PEEK(231):RATSYN=PEEK(230):DATFUL=PEEK(229)
480 IF OVERFLOW=170 THEN 515
485 IF RATSYN=99 THEN 545
490 IF RATSYN=11 THEN 525
495 IF RATSYN=0 THEN 535
500 IF DATFUL=187 THEN 505
505 PRINT"DATA STORAGE IS FULL"

510 GOTO
515 PRINT"THERE IS AN OVERFLOW"
520 GOTO 428

525 B$="POS.RATE"
530 GOTO 550

535 B$="DVM MODE"
540 GOTO 550

545 BWNEG.RATE"
550 K=PEEK(1005):L=PEEK(1006):M=PEEK(1007)
555 M=M*65536.0:L=L*256.0
560 R(J)=K+L+M
565 IF RATSYN<>99 GOTO 570
566 R(J)=16777215-R(J)

567 LET R(J)=R(J)*(-1)
570 POKE11.16:POME12.40(=USR(Y)
575 OVERFLOW=PEEK(231):RATSYN=PEEK(230):DATFUL=PEEK(229)
580 IF OVERFLOW=170 THEN 615
585 IF RATSYN=99 THEN 630
590 IF RATSYN=11 THEN 625
595 IF RATSYN=0 THEN 628
600 IF DATFUL=187 THEN 605
605 PRINT"DATA STORAGE IS FULL"
615 PRINT"THERE IS AN OVERFLOW"

620 GOTO 428
625 BS= "POS.RATE"

627 GOTO 635

628 Bi="DVM MODE"
629 SOTO 635
630 B$="NEG.RATE"
635 K=PEEK(1005):L=PEEK(1006):M=PEEK(1007)
636 M=M*65536.0:L=L*256.0
637 SAR(J)=K+L+M
638 IF RATSYN<>99 GOT0645
639 SAR(J)=16777215-SAR(J)
640 LET SAR(J)=SAR(J)*(-1)
645 T=(R(J)*CS*2.99000.0156)/(2.0012*3.0056)
647 RTBOT=(0.9290*R(J)*2.9900)/3.0056

648 C(J)=T/(SAR(J)-RTBOT)

660 IF J<>1 GOTO 664
661 Ci="R(1)=":0$="SAR(1)="

663 GOTO 682
664 IF J<>2 THEN 668
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665 C$="R(2)="0$="SAR(2)="
667 GOTO 682
668 IF J<>3 THEN 672

669 C$="R(3)=":D$="SAR(3)="
671 SOTO 682

672 IF J<>4 THEN 676
673 C$="R(4)=":D$="SAR(4)="
675 SOTO 682

676 IF J<>5 THEN 680

677 C$20R(5)=":D$="SAR(5)="
679 GOTO 682

680 C$="R(6)=":D$="SAR(6)="
682 IF J<>1 THEM 689
683 PRINT A$.B$,C$ R(J)

684 PRINT,,D$ SAR(J)

685 PRIMPORIGINAL SAMPLE AL CONC IN PPB" C(J)
688 GOTO 710

689 IF RATSYN =11 THEN 696
690 PRINT,B$,C$ R(J)

691 PRINTD$ SAR(J)

693 PRINT"ORIGINAL SAMPLE AL CONC IN PPB" C(J)
695 SOTO 710

696 PRINTC$ R(J)

697 PRINTD$ SAR(J)

698 PRINT"ORIGIMAL SAMPLE AL CONC IN PPB" C(J)
710 PRINT"OK?"
711 INPUT" ";OK
712 IF OK=1 THEN 715
713 IF OK<>0 THEN 710
714 GOTO 460
715 NEXT J

731 RTE=0

732 TR=0

733 OC=0

735 FOR J=1 TO H
740 RTE=R(J)+RTE
745 TR=SAR(J)+TR
746 OC=C(J)+0C
750 NEXT J
755 RTE=RTE/H
760 TR=TR/H
761 00=0C/H
765 SS=0

767 FOR J=1 TO H

770 SS=((R(J)-RTE)*(R(J)-RTE))+SS
775 NEXT J

780 SD=SOR(SS/(H-1))

785 RSD=(SD/RTE)*100
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790 SS=0
795 FOR J=1 TO N

BOO SS=((SAR(J)-TR)*(SAR(J)-TR))+SS
805 NEXT J
810 STD:MSS/(H -1))
815 SRSD=(STD/TR)=1110

820 PRINT"AVERAGE RATE",A$ RTE,"RF=" RF

821 PRINT,"STD.DEV.=" SD
822 PRINT,"RSD=" RSD
825 PRINT"AVG. STD ADD RATE",TR

826 PRINT,"STD.DEV.=" STD
827 PRINT,"RSD=" SRSD
828 PRINT "AVG. SAMPLE AL CONC (APB) ", OC

830 NEXT I
831 GOTO 100

OK
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LINE # LOC CODE LINE

0002 0003 DELOOP=$0330
0003 0003 DDA=48003
0004 0003 ORACNT=48001
0005 0003 DELAY=$03E2
0006 0003 DELAY2 =S03F1
0007 0003 *=$0410
0008 0410 A9 FF LDA #255 :CONFIGURE I/O AS OUTPUTS
0009 0412 8D 03 80 STA DDA
0010 0415 8D 01 80 STA ORACNT :OUTPUT ALL HI'S
0011 0418 AD E2 03 LDA DELAY
0012 041B 8D Fl 03 STA DELAY2 :DELAY BEFORE MEASUREMENT0013 041E CE 01 80 DEC ORACNT
0014 0421 EE 01 80 INC ORACNT :INITIATE INJECTION0015 0424 A9 FF LDA #255
0016 0426 8D 03 80 STA DDA
0017 0429 8D 01 80 STA ORACNT
0018 042C A0 00 LDY #0
0019 042E 4C 30 03 JMP DELOOP :JUMP TO MEASURE ROUTINE
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Appendix III. BASIC EB Standard Addition Program Listing.
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1a0 PRIHT`gaifiRD FOOITICti FZIC PR.13.141.'

101 'TS-13

105 PRIHT111113T CDC OF SIFFIRE TO ES ?RECTO.'

110 IRrT

115 PRIVIIRIT YOLK OF OM TO Ef. 111.1ECTD'

128 NUT itzSe;VS

FRIts.T'DO YOU INT TO CIffiGE CU ITIRG?"

285 DPUT ' °;IN

210 IF IN Gen 453
215 PRIHT'IFFUT PERRIONT TM IN 013t5.1

NUT "ME.119&';PEP910

PRIHT'IlfUT 0.25 0 TM IHTMFL = POOrd OPIR POINT'

233 NUT 'TIPEe;TIPE

235 EA.94:0Efrafle. TIK:*0. 25 ) )

245 FIZINT'IlfUT IVY(I14

250 IFPUPDELRY TINZe;MRY

255 DE.-04.0-1:04

260 Fitil=0:FFEN

265 t1.1-I1fUT4,PATE PECE-I1fUT1'

278 PRINPIHPUT 7..4CLIRTIN

275 10.1T'1 EE GC CaCtIciTICte;CE

233 FRINTINPUT HLVER IT MIS FOR CfiTR

225 IHFUT'FFES=';Ffe

=343 FiliE=FiCi+5

r5 Ert.:12Eic: J)

300 OT=INP.:17)

FR.:17-0.4E:61-130

310 PRINTERZ PFGE OF NIFIEGT

311 FRINTa% ?I

312 ItfirT' °;KO

313 IF Gt1 PrE4 316

314 IF P.:000 MB 310

315 IF Kr..A3 110 2Efi

316 PK 9T.,1:610: 593,Iltir.: 994,1:11.RY

a20 RIF 995AFFFIT: 996,/91

Xt.:: 849,FP

400 FRIVICT 111.ZEP, OF '--;41.ES c SIFSFia?

485 NUT H
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410 PRINT'ItIPUT N U M B E R OF R U N S P E P SAMPLE OR STARIARD FROM 1 TO 6'

415 INPUT H

415 PPINT'EHTER IEPSIZ ROJTINE.1 TO FtiN GUNK,0 FOR SFOPLE'

417 IhPUT";YS

418 IF Y5=1 GOTO 420

419 FOR I=1 TON

420 PRINT'IMMIT 5t if IDENTIFYDE INFO.'

421 IhFUT A$

423 PRIHT'IhRIT AtIP Rf VALLE IN OHFS'

429 INPUT";RF

4 3 e PRINT:IMF R I P Cf I N N ICRTRFRADS'

431 HUT' ;CF

450 FOR j=1 TON

451 IF .M1 GOTO 460

455 PRINT'READi TO RIP 1-CR STARTS lacmetz4r

460 INPUT' 01

465 IF A's)1 GOTO 455

470 POKE11,9:PCKE12,3:X=USR(Y)

476 NEPRO,J=Pra(231;:fATSYN=PEEK(230):NTFIL=FEEK(0)

480 IF OYERFLDJ=170 TREH 515

485 IF RATSYN=99 THEN 545

490 IF RATINN=11 THEN ':=5

495 IF RRTCYN=0 THEN 535

St IF DATFUL=107

HEN

585

305 PRINTWP STONE IS F5LL'

510 ITC1

51! RD:787:4EFE :7 RH &EL"

1OTC 42?

5i5 3$="PCS.RRTE'

520 337C 553

535 21=':01 TDE'

543 GOTO 530

¶45 F4"E.RATE'

554:: r=PEEK(1005J:L=6::F=PFFYI.:0e7:

5E5 Nte65536.0:L=0.256.0

5 0 v,J)=e4L-I

:F RATSN:99 GOTO 568

S6:1 VP:167772154C:

L,_. Fi J)=R(j:: -11

T6S IF cS=i GOTg 641

57,-! PM11,16:FD-112,4:X=CSFP,

575 :iv7RU4:037172SC::71117110F11:(239:0TFUL=FEEM::?,

5;0 IF NERFLN=17_1 TLEA
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al35 IF FIITSY1033 TIEN 656

5% IF RITSW--11 Tie; 625

595 iF RfiTWO

666 IF DRIFIL=187 TO

605 FRIHTTATR gni 15 FILL'

615 PRINT'llta IS 41 OVERFLV

628 3OTC 428

625 DePOS.NTE'

527 GOTO

E23 61:71/1 1$18

62? 6010 635

633 D=IEG.FSTE°

635 K=PM 1005 ): L407( 15'66 ): 113E7)

536 e:i.te;.0
637 StiCi 4',41+11

&33 iF ZI1SY11099 Tel 641

533 SAR(3:=16777215-50,1)

646 LET SED=SFR.1*-1)

641 IF YFA PTO 644

642 LET saJA(-T)

643 @TO 666

544 LET F11( J

545 LET &list ,IPSF4P,(J )-ASB

546 LET T-m: J .P43. 1129ACS )

647 LET RTKITMit's si ',C. 9972

;48 LET ECTLFTtE .7'2.1161)

,149 G j:=, TA. EOTLFT--RTE61

-153 6010

;56 7 JCil Gorc 664

551 II-1.=9; 1

t 4= ar f.1=, 1t3=
ATki=-

643 GIITO

664 IF .302 Tel 663

665 CS= a 2 Ci$:` CT: 2 sc : +a-1'7a 2

666 FS=1 S -EX 2 `Fg:111...1ST-E.j.. 2 :=a

G310 632

1668 IF ,i(r.)3 Tel 672

649 tIWS3",=%r".4=cST(.3:,-=':ESea:3*`

670 FSeS-D.:3:=a:G.1.-17-61,3):'

671 WO Ea

672 IF .3C4 TO 575

675 SLID 632
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676 IF J(>5 THEN 668

677 CWS(5)='OeST(5)=1:EWS8(5)=1

678 FWE-EIX51:GWST-EX5)='

679 GOTO 682

630 C$="S(6)=':WST(6)=1:EWSB(6):'

681 ReS-13(6':G$T11T-8(6'

682 IF Y5=1 GOTO 798

683 IF J(>1 GOTO 629

684 PRINT 11$,E$,C$ R(J),F$ ZI(J)

685 PRINTD$ s§(J) G$ SIV,J)

686 PRINT'ORIGIR SPWLE C04: IN PPS' C(j)

bas GOTO 718

0 IF RPTSYN=11 THEN 696

698 PRINT,8$,C$ R(J),F$ RM(J)

691 PRINTD$ SfiR(J) G$ SKR(J)

692 PRINTTRIGINff, SA U: COW IN FF8' C(J)

695 GOTO 718

6% PRINTC$ R(J),F$ KJ)

697 PRINTD$ SPRXJ) GS R(j)

6% PRINT'ORIGIR 'XINC IN PPS' GU)

788 IF J(>1 GOTO 783

781 PRINTR$,2$,E$ E8(J)

78:D GOTO 710

783 FRINTE$ S8(J)

710 PRINT'Ori

711 INPUT";OK

712 IF Og=1 THEN 715

713 IF Of08 THEN 718

714 GOTO 460

715 NEXT J

716 IF Ti-. COTO S40

731 RTE=8;TX=0:S-0

732 M3=0:MT=8

7a5 FRP j=1 TO H

748 RTE=R(.1)4RTE

741 MC411Kj:M0

742 KT=9fXJ>iP,T

745 TX=SPR(E4TX

746+4(J:441

747 NFYT

MOOrifH

751 }T =NT: H

7.7; n17 -nTr,i4

Mt7 IA-Wn
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761 NiOIMI

765 cs.e

767 FOR J=1 TO H

770 SS=:(R(J)-RTE)*(M)-RT))+53

775 NEXT J

SD=SgR(SSAH-1))

785 n=(SD/RTE)*108

?93 SS=8

7F.; FOR J=1 TO H

a3aS5=-CITCD-TX*W,.1)-7.0)+SS,

805 NEXT J

818 STC=SOSSAN-1))

815 ZI*STD/TXIN

816 214=RTEAR

817 YZ=TX-ASE

818 T=7W77-v35

819 8=1..(YZ*2.1101)-(213*1.9.372))

820 L=T/8

821 PRINT'Fflgai Si-AIL" A$ RTE,'RFe RF

PRINT,'! 'G SIG-81(0 1$0

323 RRINT,'57D DEV IHRVG SIG' SD

824 FRITT4D' RSD

Gov PRINT,'N3 STORDD SIG' TX

826 PRINT,'AVG SITA-0-EKG" MT

827 PRINT,'STD DFV IH STDFLIO'

PRIET'RCD'CR'D

PRIET'DWIF 1.1: C. [_;=IN G 8Y5 SIG,STDRDO,M4L°

320 MEJ I

331 GOO 100

840P-2=0

350 FOR j=1 TO H

P52 ts7

854 FS=RSB/H

255 SS=8

cF,6 FGR J=1 TO H

857 SS=1,(278(j)-63)W73(J)-168))+FS

35 NEXT J

359 SD=CQR(SSAH-1))

vc-4
00,J i,-c

PRINT'WERAGE BLFINX '4IGEFiL IN COUNTS' Pq

869 PRINT'EL7 CUE




